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The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) was set up un-
der a Convention signed in Paris on 14th December, 1960, which provides that the OECD
shall promote policies designed:

— to achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and employment and a rising
standard of living in Member countries, while maintaining financial stability, and
thus to contribute to the development of the world economy;

— to contribute to sound economic expansion in Member as well as non-member
countries in the process of economic development;

— to contribute to the expansion of world trade on a multilateral, non-discriminatory
basis in accordance with international obligations.

The Members of OECD are Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland,
France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxem-
bourg, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States.

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) was established on 20th April 1972, replac-
ing OECD's European Nuclear Energy Agency (ENEA) on the adhesion of Japan as a full
Member.

NEA now groups all the European Member countries of OECD and Australia, Canada,
Japan, and the United States. The Commission of the European Communities takes part in
the work of the Agency.

The primary objectives of NEA are to promote co-operation between its Member
governments on the safety and regulatory aspects of nuclear development, and on assessing
the future role of nuclear energy as a contributor to economic progress.

This is achieved by:
— encouraging harmonisation of governments' regulatory policies and practices in

the nuclear field, with particular reference to the safety of nuclear installations,
protection of man against ionising radiation and preservation of the environment,
radioactive waste management, and nuclear third party liability and insurance;

— keeping under review the technical and economic characteristics of nuclear power
growth and of the nuclear fuel cycle, and assessing demand and supply for the
different phases of the nuclear fuel cycle and the potential future contribution of
nuclear power to overall energy demand;

— developing exchanges of scientific and technical information on nuclear energy,
particularly through participation in common services;

— setting up international research and development programmes and undertakings
jointly organised and operated by OECD countries.

In these and related tasks, NEA works in close collaboration with the International
Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna, with which it has concluded a Co-operation Agreement, as
well as with other international organisations in the nuclear field.
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INTRODUCTION

The year 1978 represented a particular milestone in the life of
the OEOD Nuclear Energy Agency because it included- the twentieth anniver-
sary of the Agency's creation (or rather that of its predecessor, the
European Nuclear Energy Agency of the then OEEC*). To mark this anni-
versary, a high level Symposium was organised in Paris on 1st and 2nd
February and was attended by some 200 participants. The Symposium reviewed
the evolution of the objectives and scope of international co-operation in
the nuclear field over the past two decades, and discussed future prospects
in the light of economic, technical and political factors**.

This important meeting provided the opportunity for a critical
review of the way in which international co-operation has evolved since
the early stages of peaceful nuclear development, and of the influence
on this co-operation of the changing relationship between government and
industry. The contribution of international co-operation - and its limi-
tations - was carefully scrutinized, notably in the crucial area of the
nuclear fuel cycle.

Although the record for international co-operation over the
last 20 years is, on balance, clearly a positive one, the uneven develop-
ment of the nuclear industry over this period reflects the numerous
difficulties encountered.

The importance of sharing the benefits to be derived from this
new form of energy - which, at that time, seemed almost unlimited - as
well as the costs involved, was recognized in the 1950's by the interna-
tional community, and it was in a spirit of enthusiasm and confidence in
the fruits of science and technology that the various international
organisations were set up: first the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) in 1957 j then the European Atomic Energy Community during the
same year ; and finally the European Nuclear Energy Agency of the OEEC
early in 1958. With the creation_of these organisations, a network of
international communication grewup which has done much to promote the
acquisition and sharing of scientific and technical knowledge and to
stimulate the development, sometimes on a joint basis, of the material
and human resources required for the industrial development of nuclear
power.

The Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, predecessor
of the OECD.

The proceedings of the Twentieth Anniversary Symposium are available,
free on request, from the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency.



Originally focussed on exchanges of information, derived from
national R & D programmes and on the joint development of projects which.
would have "been beyond the resources of most countries acting alone, inter-
national co-operation has steadily widened in scope and changed in
direction to cover research and development more widely, particularly
concerning the safety and regulatory aspects, technical assistance and
training, joint technical and economic analyses of the nuclear fuel
cycle and safeguards and other non-proliferation controls, as well as
the physical protection of materials and facilities. With the growth in
the nuclear industry, the nature of this international collaboration
has changed to reflect not only growing commercial interests "but also
the high costs of E & D and the technical complexity and cost of large-
scale nuclear installations.

Most of the obstacles which are presently holding hack the
development of nuclear programmes cannot, by their very nature, he
satisfactorily overcome without very close co-operation between all the
countries concerned. Whatever the technical difficulties, the most
important sources of present uncertainty are basically political in
nature. First, there is the difficulty faced by governments in gaining
public acceptance of nuclear energy. Among the main reasons for this
difficulty is probably the speed of technological progress in this new
industry as well as the destruction power associated with military
applications of nuclear energy. The insidious character of radiation
hazards adds a further dimension to this issue, and notably in relation
to their possible long-term consequences on man and the environment.
5Phe public concern about disposal of long-lived radioactive wastes is a
particular example. A second factor relates to the risk of proliferation
of atomic weapons as a consequence of peaceful nuclear development. The
current International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation represents a timely
initiative to investigate further how to lijmit proliferation while
avoiding hampering peaceful nuclear energy programmes.

In view of the increasing international trade in fuel cycle
services, it is important for the uncertainties stemming from this
situation to be rapidly dispelled. Ihis issue has been recognized to be
of particular concern to those developing countries that would like to
introduce nuclear power programmes, now or later on, and need the help
of the industrialised countries not only to build the power plants but
also to create the necessary technical, administrative and legislative H
infrastructure. __ |v

In this complex situation, one of the first concerns of |i
governments is to ensure the safety of all operations related to the f
nuclear fuel cycle, but they cannot confine themselves to this role. • '|
Because of the political and. strategic problems involved in industrial %
development of nuclear energy, the long-term planning required to build £
and operate nuclear power plants and associated facilities, and the p
scale of the necessary investments, governments must remain fully }_
involved in the decision-making process and exercise strict surveillance I
over industrial development. They also need to retain direct responsi- r
bility for the most critical stages of the fuel cycle - for example,
the management of radioactive wastes having long-term implications. ''• ,

The orderly and safe development of the nuclear industry also
depends substantially on international co-operation to overcome the :
obstacles. Given the political, economic and technical changes that have }
taken place over the last 20 years, forms of co-operation tailored to the ^
new situation must constantly be sought. In this context, the role of
the OECD Huclear Energy Agency will remain that of providing governments

- 8 -
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with the tools for objective analysis of the pro'blems confronting
national programmes and to enable them to judge the nuclear option at
its true worth. Present priority in HEA activities is on those areas
wnich can best contribute to Member countries' needs 'in' this respect:
it & D projects for long-term radioactive "waste management, improved -::
safety technology for thermal and ,fast-bre1Ij§er reactors and fuel-cycle
facilities, protection of man and the environment fromradiatibn hazards,
and economic and technical evaluation of the long-term pi?ospects for
nuclear energy. !Ehe present report describes the work achieved along
these lines in 1978. Meanwhile, the Agency is preparingj in particular,
to respond to further requirements for co-operative efforts which might
be identified by its Members, during and after the current INKJE studies.

- 9 -
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TBEHDS IS NUCIEAR POWER

1. The trend in the applications of nuclear energy in Member
countries during the year 1978 may "be characterized as one of transition
towards a new equilibrium. The specifics of this new equilibrium are not
yet clear "but its basic character has "begun to emerge from the events
which took place during the year.

2. At the policy level, 1978 was marked more by concertation than
by confrontation, both nationally and internationally. This has helped
the decision-making process on nuclear energy deployment, and a renewed
and broader awareness of the seriousness of the energy situation facing
most Member countries in the coining decades has also contributed. Indeed,
this latter factor has substantially helped to restore confidence in the
contribution that nuclear energy will be required to make to alleviate
prospective shortages. There is also increased recognition that this
contribution will depend on timely decisions.

3. The necessity of a major contribution from nuclear energy,
at least for the next several decades, has been reaffirmed at the inter-
national level. As an example of this, Figure 1 is taken from a study
published at the end of 1978 by the International Energy Agency on the
prospects of coal use in energy supplies. This shows the heavy reliance
(34% in the year 2000 for the "low nuclear" case developed in the study)
still placed on nuclear energy as a source for electricity generation in
OECD countries, in parallel with coal (37%)•

4-. At the national level, a number of significant developments
concerning nuclear programmes took place during the year. In Sweden,
for example, the nuclear question had earlier contributed significantly
to bringing a new coalition to government and became the specific issue
leading to its resignation. The difference between the partners concerned
the acceptability of the nuclear industry's plans for handling the radio-
active wastes resulting from nuclear power production in the country and
the extent to which plants under construction would be completed, while
reserving judgement on any new nuclear construction, the new government
has also authorized the resumption of construction work on plants already
started.

5. On the other hand, the application of direct public participa-
tion in decision-making relating to the development of nuclear energy
led to a small majority against government plans in Austria to begin
operation of the nation's first nuclear power plant. This position has not,
however, been confirmed in a national referendum held in Switzerland
(early in 1979) • A proposal that would have seriously impeded the develop-
ment of the Swiss nuclear energy programme was rejected by a small majority.

if- .--•

m
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Figure 1

FOEECAST OF FUEL USED

FOE EGEOaStlOITT GEHERAIIOK UJ !EHE OECD

(Low Nuclear Sub-CSse)
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Mtoe = million ton oil equivalent

Mtce = million ton coal equivalent

6. Beyond their direct and indirect political aspects, both local
and national, these events point toward a qualified acceptance of nuclear
energy on the express condition that the closing of the fuel cycle is
achieved (notably concerning nuclear wastes). One of the strongest con-
cerns related to the long-term management of radioactive waste arising
out of nuclear power production. A number of public and government spokesmen
and political parties have proposed that an acceptable solution to the
disposal of high level waste should be demonstrated hefore any significant
expansion in nuclear construction is authorized. However, the opposition
to even scientific investigations of people living near potential disposal
sites has heen a serious impediment to the desired progress. Despite these
difficulties, wide ranging reviews and studies were carried out in relation
to radioactive waste management policy and practice in 1978, notably in
Sweden and the United States. These have helped to clarify the options and
to pave the way for the enunciation of broad policy objectives in this
field. Examples such as the recent announcement of the results of experi-
ments made in Canada on glassified high level radioactive wastes buried
20 years ago, and showing leaching rates 1,000 to 10,000 times lower than

•>•!
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had "been predicted from laboratory tests, are also likely to help in this
respect. In. particular, they confirm the large conservatism, of criteria
under consideration.

7. A major concern among Member governments ha3 been the need to
prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons. The International Nuclear
Fuel Cycle Evaluation (UTFCE), which started in October 1977» was developed
throughout 1978 and has encouraged evaluation of the factors involved in
this question. Agreement has been reached that DTFCE was to be a technical
and analytical study and not a negotiation. The results are to be trans-
mitted to governments for their consideration in developing their nuclear
energy policies and in international discussions concerning nuclear energy
CO-OT ration and related controls and safeguards.

8. The first plenary conference of HSKJE met in Vienna on 27-29
Kb/ember 1978, to review and assess the progress achieved so far. This
first year was mainly fo cussed on information gathering and preliminary
analysis, in preparation for detailed evaluations and examination of
relevant matters including possible technical and institutional means
to meet the agreed concerns of governments. In the light of present
information, it appears unlikely that major, technical changes in the
nuclear fuel cycle will be indicated as a solution to proliferation
concerns.

9. While Member countries share a strong concern over proliferation
dangers, some have already initiated further measures to strengthen non-
proliferation objectives before the IHECE has been completed. At the same
time, developments during 1978 have tended to highlight a divergence in
objectives between those countries primarily in search of reinforced
security against proliferation and those who are equally preoccupied by
assurances of nuclear fuel supplies and access to nuclear technology. In
this respect, the lifting of the embargo imposed by Canada on exports of
uranium was an important development, throughout 1977 Canada had attempted
to negotiate special safeguards agreements with all of its customers for
uranium but, following the institution of HUKJE, compromises proved easier
to develop. During the year Australia also devised a course of action
similar to that adopted by Canada in arranging formal safeguards agreements
with countries wanting to purchase Australian uranium. Provisions for
adequate supplies of uranium in the future were also helped by the con-
clusion of an environmental review in Saskatchewan, Canada, where it will
now be possible to exploit several major uranium finds. This together
with the opening of the important Ranger mining area in Australia should
ease fears that uranium shortages might occur during the coming decade.

10. A major event relating both to proliferation concerns and
the closing of the fuel cycle was the Windscale Inquiry in the United
Kingdom. The finding by the inspector, Mr. Justice Parker, in favour of
the scheme to expand the reprocessing facility at Windscale, and to allow
the processing of spent fuel from countries other than the United Kingdom,
was subsequently accepted by the British Parliament.

11. Industrial growth in the nuclear field continued to be very slow
throughout the world. Nevertheless, 1978 saw the greatest addition of
nuclear capacity in any one year to date. By the end of 1978, there were
209 operating commercial nuclear power units throughout the world, re-
presenting nearly 110 GWe of capacity. 314 more were under construction.
or on order representing some 295 GWe^ Others were iii the planning stage.
There are now 22 countries with operating nuclear power plants and the
continuous exceptional record of safe reactor operations was maintained
in 1978. There has now been some 1,600 reactor years of accumulated
operating experience.



12. In the OECD countries, the nuclear power capacity increased
during 1978 from 86 GWe to 99 GWe, i.e. "by 15%. The electricity produced
from all nuclear power stations amounted to some 540 TWh corresponding
to an increase of 18% over 1977. This indicates a slight easing in the
rate of increase which had been 20% in each of the two previous years.

13. The nuclear power output is already about 11% in the OECD area
(including 25% in Belgium, 25% in Sweden and 13% in. Prance). The growth
rate in the consumption of electricity throughout the world again approached
the 7«3% mean annual rise recorded prior to the 1973 oil embargo. This in
part is a reflection of the versatility of electricity, which can substitute
for most other power sources. Unfortunately, this versatility also has the
consequence that any sudden spell of cold weather or extensive use of
air-conditioning equipment may bring upsurges in demand, overloading in
the grid, and possible power cuts. This happened in France during a
one-day breakdown in electricity supplies in December.

14-. Except in a few particular cases, the return to a higher growth
rat3 of demand had not yet consumed the excess reserve capacity which de-
veloped as a result of the drop in demand growth between 1974- and 1977* An-
additional one or two years' growth would be required for this. In the
meantime, some countries are awaiting confirmation concerning the new equi-
librium in growth rate, with due a jounting for the impact of energy con-
servation measures. Others are hindered in the development of new pro-
grammes by such practical factors as financing and local siting problems.
The net result is that there were very few new orders for plants in 1978
and an early resurgence in <"-*ders ir not expected. Consequently, the
following forecasts of installed nuclear capacity have again been revised
downwards as compared with those which appeared in the Sixth Activity
Report.

Table I

HUCIEAR CAPACITY GROWTH ESTIMATES

UJ THE OECD COUNTRIES TO 2000 (in GWe)

Forecast as of

end 1977

end 1978

1985

high

34-3

280

low

259

238

1990

high

640

483

low

459

388

2000

high

1640

1021

low

850

681

ft.
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BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

I-

15« For several years, increasing consideration has teen given to
improving sud refining basic knowledge on radiation and environmental
protection questions. The object has been to contribute, in particular,
to a better understanding of the different mechanisms involved in the
radiation exposure of man and of the potential health effects resulting
from nuclear energy activities. In this respect, emphasis has been placed
on an overall approach to the radiological and environmental impact of
nuclear fuel cycle activities, of other sources of ionising radiation
and of other radioactive releases to the environment.

16. The close contacts established for many years with the Inter-
national Commission on Radiological Protection (ICEP) have been continued
and increased during 1978, particularly in view of the recent publication
by ICEP of the new recommendations [1] developing the concept of optimisa-
tion of protection previously introduced by ICEP. According to this con-
cept, practices or operations which may cause radiological harm need to be
justified and radiation protection measures should be pursued as far as is
reasonably achievable. Furthermore, if the benefits and the detriment re-
sulting from a practice or operation are not received by the same members
of the population, the individuals suffering the detriment should be guar-
anteed a sufficient level of protection through the setting up of individ-
ual dose limits.

BASIC RADIATION PROTECTION NORMS AND THEIR APPLICATION

Revision of the Norms

17- As the ICRP recommendations are not intended for direct inclusion
in national regulatory systems, the Agency initiated a review in collabo-
ration with IAEA, WHO and ILO of the radiation protection norms published
in 1968. These were intended to provide guidance to Member countries and
the object of the review is to take account of the ICRP's Recommendations
in Publication 26. During October 1978, a second meeting was convened
by the four organisations to examine comments received from Member coun-
tries on the first draft elaborated during 1977. Most of these comments
drew attention to the practical difficulties in applying the new ICRP
concept. A third and final meeting is scheduled for 1980.

18. A particular objective of NEA in this field has therefore been,
in addition to providing a revised set of radiation protection norms, to
give practical guidance on how to apply the concept of optimisation of
protection to specific cases.

[1] Recommendations of the International Commission on Radiological
Protection, ICRP Publication n° 26, 1977.

- 19 -
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Radiation Protection Principles for Naturally Occurring Radionuclides

with Particular Reference to Mining and Milling Operations

19- Within the framework of this programme, the Agency has devoted
substantial work to the more general problems associated with radiation
protection principles relating to naturally-occurring radionuclides,
notably those associated with uranium mining and milling activities. At
the invitation of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, a workshop
was held on this subject in Arlington, Virginia, from 8th to 12th May 1973-
This approach was prompted by recognition that the application to the
natural radiation environment of the dose limitation system recommended
by the ICRP requires clarification and interpretation, with particular
reference to those components of natural radiation that result from human
activities.

20. Much of the exposure to naturally-occurring radioactivity occurs
without the interference of man. However, in the past century, man has
often created new problems by increasing his exposure to naturally-
occurring sources. In the recovery of minerals from land areas, for
example, new pathways of exposure have been created for materials high
in radionuclides. while the total activity in the biosphere of these
primordial materials is relatively constant, recovery actions may modify
local concentrations and significantly change radiation exposure of man.
This may also occur in the pursuit of some objective which causes increased
exposure as a by-product, for example exposure arising from radioactivity
in building materials. Other exposures occur from direct uses of naturally-
occurring radioactivity, for example the use of radium in smoke detectors.
Studies are under way on criteria and techniques to decrease these
artificially-enhanced exposures to natural radiation. However, in harmony
with the ICRP principle of optimisation of radiation protection, a factor
relating to any action in this area must be the cost-effectiveness of the
effort involved.

21. Tne objectives of the workshop were to exchange information on
the health and environmental effects of exposures to naturally-occurring
radioisotopes and to develop a radiation protection concept for institu-
ting controls. It was recognized that radiation protection practice must
be concerned with natural radiation and radioactivity that may be artifi-
cially modifiable through human activity, if only because modifiable
exposures from natural radiation and radioactivity may sometimes be large
in comparison to exposures from man-made radiation sources. In fact,
regulatory controls for man-made radioactivity are at present more fully
established than for natural sources and practical guidance for extending
the application of the ICHP System of Dose Limitation needs to be develop-
ed. In particular, a better definition is needed of the dose-effect
relationship, including its form and other parameters relevant to the
evaluation of health detriment. A better understanding is also required
of environmental transport factors for naturally-occurring radionuclides.

22. The workshop recommended - inter alia- that development of
technological methods to reduce exposure from natural sources should be
encouraged and that efforts should be made to co-ordinate information
exchanges notably concerning regulatory practices in the area of modi-
fiable natural exposures. The conclusions and recommendations of the
Workshop were reviewed by the Committee on Radiation Protection and
Public Health and referred to the ICRP for further study.

; j-\|
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Radiation Protection Problems Relating to Consumer Products

23. Most countries haye a regulatory mechanism to control the use
of radionuclides from the time a user receives them until their ultimate
disposal as radioactive waste. The regulations include rigorous standards
to limit occupational radiation exposure and these normally apply to all
persons using radionuclides who are under the control of the national
authority. However, certain products containing radionuclides may be dis-
tributed, used, maintained, repaired or disposed of by members of the
public without the national authority exercising control. (There is there-
fore a need to define general radiation protection principles and safety
considerations to minimise the radiation doses to individual members of
the public and' to the population from the^e sources. This formulation
should be made in accordance with the ICRP principle that all unnecessary
exposure should be avoided and that doses from justifiable exposures
should be kept as low as is reasonably achievable, economic and social
considerations being taken into account.

24. The Committee on Radiation Protection and Public Health consid-
ered in 1978 possible arrangements for revising the Guide published by
the Agency in 1970 "Basic Approach for Safety Analysis and Control of
Products Containing Radionuclides and Available to the General Public".
It was felt, however, that before this revision, studies should be under-
taken to address issues such as the need for using these products and
their possible alternatives, the risks involved, trends observed in the
market, possibilities available for controlling large quantities of prod-
ucts containing small amounts of radioactive materials, etc.

25. In view of the need to afford priority to questions associated
with the nuclear fuel cycle, and also to take advantage of a number of
national studies which are under way, it was decided to postpone revision
of the 1970 Guide. In the meantime, it was felt that a general discussion
on basic policies regarding the acceptance and control of consumer prod-
ucts containing radionuclides would be useful in the near future.

Radiation Protection Problems Relating to Certain Building Materials

fR

26. The building industry's requirement for large quantities of
low-cost materials has stimulated interest in using industrial and ex-
tractive wastes as substitutes for natural products. This practice may
conserve natural resources, prevent land sterilization, reduce pollution
of rivers and coastal waters and cut overall costs. It can also create
radiological difficulties in a few instances.

27• Radiation exposure of members of the public may be increased to
an unacceptable level by the use of building materials containing high
specific activities of naturally-occurring radionuclides, such as
potassium-40, radium-226 and its decay products, and the series headed
by thorium-2j2. The important radiological consequences of the natural
radioactivity in building materials are the irradiation of the body by
Y-rays and irradiation of the lung tissues by inhalation of radon-?22
decay products or daughters.

28. Since 1974, the Committee on Radiation Protection and Public
Health has considered the radiological problems caused by the radioactivity
of building materials. An Expert Group met in 1974, 1976 and 1977, ini-
tially with a view to preparing relevant radiation protection standards.

fe

I
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It appeared, however, that it would he difficult to reach a general
consensus on such standards. Consequently, the Group thought it preferable
to prepare an Experts' report on exposure to radiation from natural radio-
activity in huilding materials. It was felt that this could constitute a
useful reference basis at national level for radiation protection measures
in this field. The report had teen cleared for publication at the end of
the year.

s
h
E

RADIATION PROTECTION CONSIDERATIONS RELATING TO THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE

29. In the work of the Committee on Radiation Protection and Public
Health, the main emphasis is placed on the radiological significance of
radiation exposure resulting from the different stages of the nuclear fuel
cycle. In the analysis of these problems, account is taken of the need to
place radiation and environmental protection aspects of the various ac-
tivities within the fuel cycle in perspective with the exposure received
by the general public from other sources. A number of studies have been
implemented to examine, from this point of view, important parts of the
nuclear fuel cycle having particular radiological implications. These
cover, at present, uranium mining and milling activities, the release of
effluents, the behaviour of tritium in the environment, the biological
and environmental behaviour of plutonium, and the levels and trends of
occupational exposure as a result of nuclear activities.

':• f

Mining; and Milling; Operations

30. Since 1976, particular emphasis has been given to a programme
covering the radiation and environmental protection aspects of uranium
mining and milling operations. Two particular areas have been identified :
the environmental impact resulting from mill tailings ; and the protec-
tion of uranium mine workers.

3'l• Uranium milling produces considerable volumes of wastes, but
the radioactive content of these is small in comparison with those arising
at other stages of the nuclear fuel cycle. The radioactivity comprises
uranium and its daughter products of which thorium-230, radium-226 and
radon-222, are of particular importance because of their radiotoxicity
and/or their physical form. Despite the small quantities of radionuclides
contained in milling wastes, some of them could become sources of low
level radiation exposure to local and more distant populations over
extended periods of time, if they were not properly managed. Stabilisation
techniques on tailings are used to reduce their impact on the environment
and public health. In spite of this, leakage of radioactivity may occur
via atmospheric and aquatic pathways and evaluations of their importance
must be made through appropriate monitoring programmes.

32. At the invitation of the United States authorities, a Seminar
on Management, Stabilisation and Environmental Impact of Uranium Mill
Tailings was organised in July in Albuquerque (New Mexico). The Seminar
was attended by 150 experts representing twelve NEA Member countries and
the IAEA. It provided an opportunity for extensive exchanges of information
on existing practices and technologies for the stabilisation of mill tail-
ings and an examination of their environmental impact. Possible future
R & D programmes were discussed, as well as the role, international agencies
could play in co-ordinating such programmes and developing guidelines and

",'••'-
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standards. The recommendations formulated at the Seminar were examined
by both the Committee on Radiation Protection and Public Health and the
Radioactive Waste Management Committee, which decided to set up a joint
working party to examine the conclusions reached and to propose further
work in this field.

33. A Specialist Meeting on Personal Dosimetry and Area Monitoring
Suitable for Radon and Daughter Products had been organised by the. Agency
in 1976 at Elliot Lake (Ontario), Canada. A second meeting was held, in
Paris in November 1978, where existing practices applied in Member coun-
tries were discussed, as well as more recent developments in measuring
techniques and problems involved in the interpretation of measuring data ; j
for dose evaluation. An important part of the meeting was devoted to the I
monitoring of radon and its daughter products in the neighbourhood of "
uranium mines and in buildings.

Releases of Effluents to the Environment .

34. As reported in the Sixth Activity Report, the Committee on
Radiation Protection and Public Health had charged an Expert Group in r

December 1976 with analysis of the potential significance of four long- ;,'
lived nuclides arising from operations in the nuclear fuel cycle. These , i,
nuclides, which have global implications for radiation protection, are if
tritium, carbon-14, krypton-85, and iodine-129, and have been studied £
both to find out their potential longer-term impact on public health and ' U\.
to consider the problems and costs associated with their control, reten- '§£
tion and separate disposal. • . |f"

35• The results of the technical analysis of the Expert Group and
its application in terms of possible control actions were at the final
drafting stage by the end of 1978= They show the expected maximum future
individual annual doses to the most highly exposed individuals if the four
radionuclides under consideration were not retained within the nuclear
fuel cycle. They also give the estimated costs of reducing these exposures.
The Group has estimated that retention of these nuclides should be clearly
recommended if the resulting individual dose rate was in excess of
10 mrem/year or if retention costs of the nuclide were less than $ 100
per man-rem thereby eliminated. The conclusions to be reached and the fac-
tors leading to them will be studied in 1979 "by the competent HEA Committees.

Behaviour of Tritium in the Environment

36• Since most of the nuclear weapons States discontinued weapon
tests in the atmosphere, there has been an important decrease in the
tritium concentration in the environment. However, this isotope is
currently dispersed in notable quantities from both reactors and repro-
cessing plants.

37» Considerable progress has been made during recent years in the
assessment of tritium distribution, in detection methods and in biological
studies. An International Symposium on the Behaviour of Tritium in the
Environment was co-sponsored with IAEA in San -Francisco, United States,
in October. The purpose of the Symposium was to review recent advances
in the practical aspects of tritium utilisation and monitoring. Particular
attentionwas drawn to tritium distribution and measurements, tritium in
the aquatic and territorial environment and tritium in man.
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Biological and Environmental Behaviour of Plutonium

38. Although plutonium occurs in nature in small quantities in
certain minerals, its presence in the environment in significant amounts
results essentially from atmospheric nuclear weapon testing. Much smaller
amounts of plutonium are released into the environment as a result of
nuclear fuel cycle operations. Qlhis is done under carefully controlled
conditions which are based on the application of basic radiation protec-
tion criteria.

39. Being an alpha emitter, plutonium presents no significant ex-
ternal danger. Its radiation will not penetrate the skin. Moreover, the
uptake of plutonium into the human body by ingestion, for example through
the food chain and absorption through the gut, is extremely low and is
not regarded as an important pathway in terms of the radiation exposure
of man. Extensive study has, in fact, shown that by far the most sensitive
pathway into the human bciy is by inhalation. The hazard of plutonium is,
however, a function not only of its toxicity but also of the extent to
which it can actually reach individuals. Thus, the factors determining
the hazards of plutonium include the amount being handled, the effective-
ness of measures to prevent its release (from production stage to waste
storage), and the degree to which environmental and biological processes
determine the exposure of man to those amounts which may be released.

4-0. The study launched in 1977 on the biological and environmental
behaviour of plutonium has been continued during 1978 with a view to
preparing a report for publication. The main purpose of this programme
is to assist Member countries in their appreciation of the plutonium
hazard, having regard to the factors mentioned above, and in their under-
standing of the radiological consequences of its production and use.

Occupational Exposure

4-1 • The continuing effort to prevent malfunctions and accidents
through the use of new techniques, such as probabilistic analysis,
reliability, in-service inspection, etc., is having a great effect on
plant design, operation and, above all, maintenance. This, in turn,
influences the level of protection of workers, because increases in plant
safety must generally be paid for by increases in occupational radiation
exposure. Other increases in occupational exposure stem from the ageing
of many nuclear power plants, and the increasing size and radioactivity
inventory of new nuclear power stations. The concern of health and safety
experts and of regulatory authorities is therefore now being focussed on
the causes and trends of occupational exposure in nuclear plants, a basic
goal being to achieve an appropriate balance between design and operation-
al safety and occupational exposure.

4-2. With a view to contributing to a better understanding of the
present situation, a study was started in 1978 to collect information on
the levels and trends of occupational exposure in specific operations in
nuclear power plants and reprocessing facilities. The objective is to
identify the relevant data required for the development of the necessary
improvements of systems design and operational procedures.

/S-
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BACKGROUND

L-.

45. Radioactive waste management activities continued to figure
prominently in the NEA programme in 1978 » a^- the Steering Committee for
Nuclear Energy devoted a Special Session to the subject in April. In this
area of work, the Radioactive Waste Management Committee maintained close
consultation with the Committee on Radiation Protection and Public Health
and the Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations as well as the
OECD Environment Committee as regards safety, radiation protection and
environmental considerations respectively.

44. Emphasis continued to "be placed on the problem of disposal of
long-lived radioactive waste in deep geological formations. This has been
identified as a priority task by the Radioactive Waste Management Commit-
tee since its inception in 1975, and was confirmed in the Experts Report
on "Objectives, Concepts and Strategies for the Management of Radioactive
Waste" published in 1977- Priority was given to considering the recommen-
dations in the report, as regards radiation and environmental protection
objectives, development of waste-management technology and practice and
institutional aspects. These recommendations have served to encourage
the preparation of an international consensus on the present state of the
art of concepts and techniques for radioactive waste management, notably
for the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle. Similarly, they have led to
the initiation of a re-appraisal of the basic philosophy of radioactive
waste disposal to provide for an integrated approach to the problems
involved. A study of the legal, administrative and financial aspects of
the long-term management of these wastes has also been initiated.

45. A programme of action on the development and demonstration of
the technology necessary for disposal of radioactive waste into geological
formations was developed within the Radioactive Waste Management Committee
and was endorsed by the Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy. Technolog-
ical developments within national programmes on the treatment, storage
and disposal of radioactive waste were kept under review to help in the
co-ordination of R & D activities among Member countries. i

is'

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND PRACTICES

46. A Special Session of the Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy
was held in April to assess some of the fundamental aspects cf the radio-
active waste management issues confronting Member countries. The session
focussed on the conclusions of the Report on "Objectives, Concepts and
Strategies for the Management of Radioactive Waste" prepared by a Group
of Experts under the chairmanship of Dr. Polvani (Italy) and published,
without committing either governments or the OECD, in September 1977.

4-7- While confirming that today's practices for the management of
radioactive waste have proved to be safe and can continue to be applied
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with, confidence, at least on a short term basis, the report emphasised
that the multiplicity of technical and economic factors involved in
radioactive waste management means that no single methodology can "be
applied generally. It also recognised that the accumulation of more
experience and advanced knowledge could lead to modification of present
practices. The report draws attention to the necessity to increase sig-
nificantly the activities in the field of disposal, which is the critical
issue of the whole waste management problem. Continuing improvements of
suitable technologies for waste storage, conditioning and transportation
should also be rigorously pursued, particularly concerning high-level and
alpha-bearing wastes. Nevertheless, this should not be taken as a justi-
fication for postponing action so long as irrevocable measures would not
result in unacceptable risks to present and future generations. The con-
clusions of the Group's report have been summarized in more detail in the
Sixth. Activity Report.

48. When considering the recommendations of the Polvani Report,
the Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy agreed tjiat further consider-
ation should be given to the development of constructive conclusions
based on the recommendations in this report. This would help the devel-
opment of a better public understanding of the issues involved in radio-
active waste management. In particular, the Committee expressed interest
in discussing further the possibility of defining consensus opinions at
international level on the situation in the radioactive waste management
field. A first draft of a statement, prepared with the help of a group
of Wise Men, was discussed in October. The Steering Committee requested
that a revised text, which should also be the subject of consultations
with, the Environment Committee, should be prepared for consideration at
the spring 1979 meeting of the Steering Committee.

P."
id,

•M
LEGAL, ADMINISTRATIVE; AND FINANCIAL ASPECTS OP LONG-TERM MANAGEMENT OP
RADIOACTIVE WASTE

49. The basic legal and administrative structures for long-term
management of radioactive waste must ensure that the disposal methods
adopted are acceptable not only to present, but also to future generations.
This issue is among those which the Polvani Report identified as warrant-
ing further investigation and considered to be at least as important as
the development of technically-sound solutions.

50. Indeed, the management of radioactive waste raises novel insti-
tutional and social problems for national authorities, particularly in
relation to the long-term aspects. The technical solutions under develop-
ment have regulatory implications which, in important respects are un-
precedented in human experience. Questions arising out of the development
of regulatory policies designed to ensure effective control of those
components of the wastes which, for practical considerations, remain
hazardous indefinitely, need to be clarified. These include the respect-
ive responsibilities of industry and of governments during the entire
process from waste production to disposal ; the development of regulatory
provisions appropriate to the novel circumstances involved and of admin-
istrative arrangements, such as recording and surveillance over appropriate
periods of time ; th.e definition of a suitable third party liability regime
for compensation in case of damage resulting from disposal of radioactive
waste ; and the need for suitable financial provisions for costs not nor-
mally covered by industrial operators.

i
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51. At its October session, the Steering Committee for Nuclear
Energy decided in principle to undertake a study of the legal, adminis-
trative and financial aspects of the long-term management of radioactive
waste and steps were taken to set up an ad hoc group to advise on the
precise scope of the study and the modalities for the organisation of the
work, taking into account studies already carried out by other interna-
tional organisations. Meanwhile, the Secretariat contributed an analysis
to the work of INFCE in this field, by providing to Working Group 7 (on
Radioactive Waste Management) a working paper on the administrative,
legal and financial aspects of radioactive waste management.

INTEGRATED WASTE MANAGEMENT APPROACH FOR THE PURPOSE OF WASTE DISPOSAL

52. As background to an overall approach to radioactive waste
management issues, attempts have been made to define in simple language
a basic philosophy of radioactive waste disposal. The Radioactive Waste
Management Committee agreed, at its meeting in November, that there
would be merit in attempting to integrate the various factors involved,
such as the inherent toxicity of the waste, both in terms of level and
duration of the hazard, the durability of institutions which should be
relied upon for control of waste containment and isolation, and the
nature of isolation systems independent of man's control.

53- Schematically one such approach is to categorize the following
three classes of radioactive waste material :

i) those which have an activity level so low that for the purpose
of disposal they may be regarded as non-radioactive ;

ii) those which decay within a relatively short time period and can
therefore be controlled by appropriate technical measures,
combined with institutional control,, e.g., shallow land burial
under control for a given time ;

iii) those effectively persistent radioactive materials which should
be disposed of without reliance on the long term stability of
engineered or institutional, but rather on natural barriers,
e.g., deep geological formations.

54-. Consequently, a Working Group of waste management and radiation
protection specialists was set up to undertake a study on the feasibility
of developing a radioactive waste disposal philosophy along these lines.
The findings of this group are also expected to represent a valuable con-
tribution to the work on legal and administrative aspects of long-term
management of radioactive waste referred to in paragraph 51.

DISPOSAL OP RADIOACTIVE WASTE INTO GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS

I.
i-t
ski*

55 • Tae emplacement of radioactive waste into deep geological for-
mations with suitable characteristics is generally recognised as the most
appropriate disposal concept which can be implemented with present tech-
nology. A great deal of knowledge has already been accumulated on the
various aspects of the geologic disposal concept from R & D programmes
carried out in NEA Member countries. However, it is also generally recog-
nised that additional R & D work is necessary before actual disposal pro-
grammes- can prudently be implemented on a large and routine scale.
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56. In view of the importance attached to radioactive waste disposal
in most Member countries and of its international implications, it is in
the interests of all countries concerned to co-operate in an overall eval-
uation and demonstration of geologic disposal, by exchanging results from
their R & D programmes, co-ordinating their activities and carrying out
joint studies and experiments. The building up of a common body of exper-
imental and theoretical data and its critical evaluation are required to
develop and demonstrate specific geologic disposal. Techniques with suit-
able assurances that these are acceptable for the safe isolation of long-
lived radioactive waste from the biosphere. NEA's role in this field has
therefore been to promote such co-operation between its Member countries
and to assess periodically the progress achieved for the benefit of all
interested in the early availability of a generally-accepted disposal
solution.

57- From the technical point of view, and in spite of the great
deal of knowledge already available, there is a pressing need for increased
R & D work and particularly for in situ experiments to provide sufficient
site-specific data.. The work of EEA in this field is aimed at establish-
ing the suitability of specific types of geological formation and at help-
ing to define the most appropriate methodologies, techniques and equip-
ments for both studying and classifying specific sites. They contribute
therefore to the overall demonstration of a concept which is considered
of the highest political importance in most Member countries.

58. Consequently, the Steering Committee adopted in April a pro-
gramme of action to be based essentially on R & D work carried out as
part of national programmes by many Member countries. The Commission of
the European Communities, in view of its own significant programme in
this field, was closely associated with the development and implementa-
tion of this programme of action, which includes co-operation projects
on :

- the migration of radionuclides in crystalline rocks,

- in situ solidification of low- and medium-level waste in mined
cavities in salt formations,

- heat dissipation and temperature effects in clay formations.

In addition, an international information system, including establishment
of a data bank on radionuclide migration, was included.

59- Preparatory meetings in connection with the proposed projects
in crystalline rocks, salt formations and clay formations were held during
September/October respectively in Studsvik (Sweden), Braunschweig (Federal
Republic of Germany) and Mol (Belgium). Although firm commitments not had
been formally adopted by the end of the year, by most interested Member
countries, prospects are encouraging. In relation to the proposal for an
international information system and the setting up of a data bank on
nuclide migration, a Group of Experts was created to work out the desir-
ability, feasibility and scope of the proposed project.

60. In September, a Seminar was held in Ludvika and in Stripa,
Sweden, on in situ heating experiments in geological formations, a method
designed to study the effects of heat generated by the disposed radio-
active waste on the host rock cavity. The meeting was successful in ex-
changing information on on-going experiments. In addition, the possibility
of expanding the present Swedish/US co-operation at the Stripa mine on
heat transfer and other experiments through contributi ons by other coun-
tries was discussed. Several potentially interesting experiments were
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suggested. As a follow up of these discussions, the possibility of setting
up an international experimental programme at the Stripa facility was
being investigated at the end of the year.

DISPOSAL UNDER THE OCEAN FLOOR

61. Among various concepts for long-term isolation of long-lived
radioactive waste, disposal into argillaceous sediments underlying the
deep ocean floor has been considered of potential interest and five
Member countries have joined in a Seabed Working Group [2] to investigate
this concept further and to look into appropriate placement methods. Seven
task groups have been formed, respectively to investigate physical ocean-
ography, the waste canister, waste form, biological aspects, sediments
and rocks, site criteria and system analysis.

62. The Seabed Working Group and its task groups met in February
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, an observer from the Euratom Joint Research
Centre at Ispra also being present. The status of national seabed disposal
programmes was reviewed and specific plans for co-operation and exchange
of information were set up within the task groups. Co-ordination was es-
tablished for the cruises, over the next two years, of those oceanographic
vessels that are equipped for undertaking research relevant to the seabed
programme. Several potentially interesting areas with thick accumulations
of fine sediments were identified in the Atlantic Ocean.

CONDITIONING AND (TREATMENT OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

63- The conditioning technology for high-level waste is well-
advanced in a number of countries. As a result, the proposed internation-
al programme at Eurochemic on the conditioning of high-level waste into
metal matrices, has been deferred indefinitely. More emphasis was given
in 1978 to other types of waste, including fuel cladding hulls and the
various types of waste primarily contaminated by transuranium elements.
Among the latter, combustible wastes represent a significant volume, and
their volume reduction by incineration or by other techniques is very
attractive.

64. As a follow-up to the technical seminar which was organised
jointly with the IAEA in December 1977 on the Treatment, Conditioning
and Storage of Solid Alpha Bearing Wastes and Cladding Hulls, a Workshop
on the Processing of Combustible Alpha-Bearing Radioactive Wastes was
held in September for experts from NEA Member countries. The meeting
provided an opportunity for detailed technical reviews and discussions
on the many processes used or being investigated for the treatment of
alpha-bearing combustible waste. Conclusions were clearly in favour of
increasing technical exchanges of information in this field, notably on
the processes which seemed most promising. Three specific processes which
attracted the interest of the experts and may be suitable for further
detailed exchanges of information were acid digestion (principally devel-
oped at Hanford, United States), waste washing or leaching (practised
in Prance), and high temperature incineration (developed at Mol, Belgium
under a CEC contract). The" workshop recommended that future co-operation
activities should be based initially on these three areas.

i.'-

[2] The Seabed Working Group at present comprises Canada,
the United Kingdom and the United States.

France, Japan,



DECOMMISSIONING OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES

65. The decommissioning of power reactors and other nuclear facil-
ities can be performed safely, economically and with little impact on man
or the environment with existing technology. This includes completely dis-
mantling a facility and restoring its site to a "green field" state. This
was one of the main conclusions reached at the International Symposium on
the Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities which was organised jointly by
the NEA and IAEA in November. The 230 participants from more than twenty-
five countries and from the Commission of the European Communities also
discussed the feasibility of decommissioning commercial nuclear fuel
cycle facilities, based on the conclusions of decommissioning studies of
power reactors, and actual decommissioning of about sixty-five research,
test and prototype reactors and other nuclear facilities that have been
or are being carried out.

66. In the light of the conclusions of the Symposium and the devel-
opment of national research and development in this field, a programme of
cooperative actions was initiated between Member countries. These actions
will range from the exchange of technical information on decommissioning
methodology up to consideration of international projects concerning selected
R & D topics or full decommissioning operations.

STORAGE OF SEEHT FUEL

67- The management of spent fuel elements is presently a fairly
small-scale problem for most power reactor operators. However, in view
of the current discussions of alternative fuel cycle strategies and delays
in programmes for reprocessing of irradiated fuel, the significance of
spent fuel storage within the nuclear fuel cycle could become much more
important, particularly as more power reactors discharge fuel and the
quantity of spent fuel becomes greater.

68. In view of the increasing interest in this problem, and the
need to bring together the experience gained in OECD Member countries, a
technical Seminar was organised in Madrid in June in collaboration with
the Spanish Junta de Energia Nuclear. This provided a comprehensive review
of spent fuel storage technology as it currently exists, and gave the
opportunity to exchange experiences and information on ongoing research
and development programmes in this field.

69- The principal conclusions reached by the experts attending the
seminar, based on actual experience, were that spent fuel elements from
IiWE's can be maintained in water-cooled storage with confidence in the
short-term. For long-term storage, research and development programmes
must be continued to establish advanced storage concepts. The problem of
maintaining the integrity of fuel assemblies also requires further research.

70. The results of this technical Seminar have provided an important
NEA contribution to USTPCE Working Group 6 on Spent Fuel Storage. The
proceedings of the seminar were distributed to the INFCE Group as reference
material during the preparation of the final IN1CE Report on spent fuel
storage.

fe
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SURVEILLANCE OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE SEA DUMPING OPERATIONS

71. In July 1977, the OECD Council established a Multilateral
Consultation and Surveillance Mechanism for Sea Dumping of Radioactive
¥aste [3] . The purpose of this Mechanism is to further the objectives
of the London Dumping Convention [4] . Under the Convention, the organi-
sation of dumping operations and their supervision are entrusted to the
competent authorities of the countries undertaking them. However, the
Convention encourages cooperation between contracting parties to satisfy-
all parties concerned that the dumping of toxic materials into the sea is
carried out in accordance with the requirements of the Convention. In the
case of radioactive materials, this includes observance of the relevant
IAEA Definition and Recommendations [5] . The NEA Multilateral Consulta-
tion and Surveillance Mechanism provides a framework for such cooperation
through the establishment of standards, guidelines and recommendations
for radioactive waste sea dumping operations and assessments of dumping
sites and related environmental aspects. The Mechanism also provides for
international review and surveillance of operations approved by the na-
tional authorities under the London Dumping Convention, to verify that
operations are carried out in accordance with internationally-established
safety rules. The OECD Environment Committee is closely associated when-
ever environmental policy aspects are implied.

72. In 1978, a comprehensive programme of action for the practical
implementation of the provisions of the OECD Council Decision was prepared.
This programme of action was carried out in the light of the revised
Definition and Recommendations adopted by the IAEA Board of Governors in
June. Member countries engaged in sea dumping operations and also the
other Member countries participating in the NEA Mechanism were involved
in this work.

73- A revision of the 1974 HEA Guidelines for Sea Disposal Packages
of Radioactive Waste was undertaken in 1978 i°- accordance with Article 2
of the Council Decision establishing the Consultation and Surveillance
Mechanism. The revised Guidelines were prepared by a group of experts from
four NEA sea dumping countries and from eight countries not involved in
dumping operations. A representative of IAEA also participated. The prin-
cipal changes brought about by the new Guidelines were based on the expe-
rience gained from earlier sea dumping operations under NEA auspices, the

F--
[3] Decision of the OECD Council of 22nd July 1977 /C"(77) 115(:FinalY7".

This Decision is reproduced as an Annex to the Sixth Activity Report.
With the exception of Australia, Austria, Japan and New Zealand (none
of which are involved in dumping operations for the moment), all OECD
Member countries participated in this Decision. Of the four abstaining
countries, Japan intends to participate at a later date.

[4-1 Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Waste
and Other Matter, drawn up at the Inter-Governmental Conference on
the Dumping of Waste at Sea, held in London from 30th October to
10th November 1972.

[5] The IAEA Revised Definition and Recommendations of 1978 Concerning
Radioactive Waste and Other Radioactive Matter Referred to in
Annexes I and II of the Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pol-
lution by Dumping of Waste and Other Matter, INi'CIRC/205/Add.1/Rev.1,
August 1978.
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IAEA Revised Definition and Recommendations and from improvements in the
technology for conditioning of waste suitable for sea dumping. The new
revised Guidelines were submitted to and approved by the Radioactive
Waste Management Committee. They will "be submitted for approval to the
Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy in the spring of 1979, and will be
applied to any operations planned for the summer fo 1979-

74. Similarly a working party of countries participating in the NEA
Mechanism agreed on recommended procedures for the organisation and control
of sea dumping operations carried out under the Mechanism. These procedures
are designed to ensure the safe disposal of radioactive waste packages at
sea and apply throughout the various phases of operations. They cover,
inter alia, preparation of waste material, criteria for the suitability
of ship selected for the dumping operation, radiological protection ar-
rangements, operational safety in handling waste packages, etc. These
will also be submitted for approval by the Steering Committee in spring
1979-

75- A group of radiological and oceanographic specialists undertook
a reassessment of the continued suitability of the current dumping site
in the North-East Atlantic Ocean [61 based on the new oceanographic model
used by the IAEA for its revised Definition and Recommendations. While it
was concluded that, in general, the site met the IAEA requirements, the
group felt that additional information on the site characteristics would
be desirable for an assessment of its longer term suitability. It was
therefore agreed that dumping could continue for one more year pending
a further review in the light of additional scientific data.

76. In conjunction with this exercise, an Advisory Group discussed
the possibility of monitoring programmes relative to dumping operations
carried out under the NEA Mechanism. Although this matter will need to
be discussed further in the course of 1979» the consensus view was that
expanded scientific investigations on the oceanographic and ecological
characteristics of the site would be valuable.

77- This background information would help improve the predictive
capability of theoretical calculations in relation to risk assessment.
On the other hand, radiological surveillance as such was generally con-
sidered not to be meaningful, in particular because any potential varia-
tions in the radioactivity of the sea as a result of dumping radioactive
waste could not be distinguished from the natural background radiation
levels in the sea. nevertheless, scientific investigations of oceanographic
and ecologic characteristics should be encouraged if it would appear fea-
sible to organise them, for example in conjunction with other programmes
of surveillance of non-radioactive pollutants discharged at sea or other
scientific investigations.

78. The Multilateral Consultation and Surveillance Mechanism was
applied fully for the first time when sea dumping operations were carried
out in the summer of 1978 by Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzerland and
the United Kingdom. Three separate operations were organised : one jointly
with the participation of Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerland, and
two other operations by Belgium and the United Kingdom respectively. The
total quantities of waste disposed of during these three operations were

[6] The dumping site is a rectangle bounded by 16°W and 17°3O'W and two
parallel lines 10 nautical miles North and South of latitude 46°N.
The area is some 900 km South-West of Land's End (United Kingdom)
and 450 km beyond the edge of the Continental Shelf. The ocean depth
in this area is some 4.5 km.
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43015. curies -of beta-gamma emitters, 35614 "curies "of low energy~beta
emitters in the form of tritium, and 1101 curies of alpha emitters. The
NEA Representatives designated to ensure international surveillance of
these operations were from Spain, Ireland and the Federal Republic of
Germany. OJhe-three operations were conducted in essential conformity with
all commitments, and in accord with authorised procedures. The cargoes
were safely disposed of in the defined dumping site.
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CHAPTER IV
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I

INTRODUCTION

79. Huclear safety has .continued to enjoy high priority in the
Agency's work in 1978 under the guidance;.;of_the Committee;, on .the Safety
of Huclear Installations (CSNI).-The-Committee. and>its: various working
groups provide a mechanism for exchanging information on all aspects of
nuclear safety, for examining results generated in safety, research
programmes in the different countries, and for picking out and investi-
gating nuclear safety questions needing further research or analysis.
These functions amount to a continual review of the "state-of-the-art"
in critical areas and pioneering co-ordination of research programmes;
in view of the complexity of the subject, it is necessary to determine
priorities with care, taking into account also the work "being done "by
other international organisations. Mae WEA programme in this field
therefore includes, as well as subjects of obvious general interest, a
number of specific items which merit the adoption of working methods
specially adapted to their nature.

80. Co-operation arranged through the CSHI is being organised at
two distinct levels. The first level involves the general exchanee of
information, ranging from a compilation of national safety reseax-oh
projects to more sophisticated state-of-the-art reports and .centrally
managed data systems. The second level is more operational in nature
and comprises the in-depth examination of specific topics througb.
working groups, standard problem exercises and "hardware" projects and
interlinking national safety research facilities.

81. During 1978, the nuclear safety research programme has been
conducted along the following main lines:

- Safety research related to water reactors,

- Safety research related to fast reactors,

- Safety research for reactors in general,

- Huclear fuel cycle safety research,

- Safety of nuclear propelled ships,

- Nuclear safety research Index,

- Licensing operations.
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WATER REACTOR SAFETY RESEARCH

Emergency Core Cooling

I-

82. A loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) leading to melting of the_
reactor core has never occurred. It is, however, the most serious accident
that is considered to have some slight chance of occurring. In the inter-
est of the safety of the public and of the reactor operators, as well as
the safety of the power plant, protection of the reactor core against
melting even in the case of a loss-of-coolant accident is considered to
he a criterion in the design and licensing of nuclear power plants.

83. The coolant could be lost from a pressurised water reactor (FWR)
or a toiling water reactor (EWR) if the pressure vessel ruptures or a
coolant pipe were to "break. Experts agree that it is very unlikely that
the high quality steel pressure vessel, with 20-30 cm walls, will rupture :
the chances have "been estimated to he one vessel rupture every 10 million
reactor-years of operation. A somewhat more likely cause of a loss-of-
coolant accident - minor or major - is considered to he rupture of the
piping in such a way that much of the cooling water and steam could he
lost from the system through the break, before remedial action is taken.

84. Nuclear systems are built to high standards of materials and
workmanship ; quality control and inspection procedures are extremely
strict. Experts estimate that the chances of a major pipe breaking are
much less than once in 10,000 years of operation. With approximately
150 water reactors now in service, a major loss-of-coolant accident would
not be expected to occur any more frequently in the world than every 70
to 100 years. Altogether, by comparison with other risks the public accepts
individually and collectively, the chances of a loss-of-coolant accident
are considered to be acceptably low. These chances will continue to be
reduced as a result of safety research, development and accumulated expe-
rience .

85. To further protect the plant, the plant personnel, and the
public in the event of a pipe break or of other events leading to loss-of-
coolant, pressurised and boiling water cooled reactors are provided with
emergency core cooling systems CECCS) which are automatically started up
Th the event of a serious loss-of-coolant and maintain cooling of the
reactor core in the event of a LOCA. The ECC systems differ depending
upon the type of reactor. Current FWRs have a number of systems which
supply water to the reactor core ; BWRs have one system which sprays
water on the core from above and another which floods the core by inject-
ing water into the bottom of the reactor pressure vessel. The ECCS is
capable of supplying enough fluid in the event of any break, ranging from
a small crack to rupture of the largest coolant pipe in the plant system.
It is highly improbable that the ECCS itself will fail for it is not a
single system but a group of systems ; failure of a single subsystem or
piece of equipment does not mean cooling capability is lost. Because of
the careful design and periodic testing of the entire system, the chance
of complete failure is virtually negligible. Should a loss-of-coolant
accident and a total ECCS failure nevertheless happen simultaneously,
current studies indicate that, even in the worst accident, in general no
catastrophe would occur.

86. Wo full-scale tests of the ECCS have been done. It is considered
that such tests, as well as being impractical and prohibitively expensive,
are not required because ECC systems, to ensure coolant delivery to the
core, can be designed on the basis of carefully designed smaller exper-
iments and appropriate mathematical models.
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87. The consequences of accident sequences are assessed from cal-
culations simulating the postulated sequence of events. Computer codes
must be developed for these calculations and it has to be shown that
these codes adequately describe the events being studied. Basic experiments
are on the separate phenomena and simultaneously develop theoretical under-
standing, and experiments are conducted on a progressively increasing scale:
small-scale tests on individual components to provide data for correlations, i
medium-scale experiments to check that correlations are not scale-dependent, I
and then experiments on systems comprising a number of components in order I
to show that the performance correlations apply to the correct boundary
conditions and that they may be summed together by the system code. In
addition, analyses of actual accident situations provide rigorous tests
of models. It is equally necessary to develop suitable instrumentation
for experiments, and to study the numerical methods used with an assess-
ment of the errors introduced by numerical approximation. All these broad
tasks have been assigned by the Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Instal-
lations to its Working Group on Emergency Core Cooling in Water Reactors
whose activities nave continued to be given highest priority.

88. With regard to thermal-hydraulics applicable to the evaluation
of ECCS the Working Group has been active in three general areas:

- development of improved correlations (derived from experiments)
or theoretical models for use in ECCS codes, with particular
emphasis on the influence of system size;

- development of improved computer codes and subroutines, with
special regard to the limitations and errors associated with
the numerical models used;

- development of two-phase measurement techniques, with attention
to the problems of calibration and error assessment.

89. During 1978, the topics examined in detail by the Working Group
were two-phase flow regimes, ECC injection and mixing, the Upper Head
Injection concept (an alternate ECC injection concept proposed for 4-loop
EWEs with ice-condenser containment), the LOFT (Loss of Fluid Test Faci-
lity, located at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory) evaluation
model, in-reactor reflood tests, core spray tests, and LOCA experiment
measurement techniques.

90. Analysis of postulated loss-of-coolant accidents in a FWE.
indicates that a large break in the inlet line between the coolant pump
and the reactor vessel would result in unduly high clad temperatures and
some fuel rod deformation. Ultimately swelling (or ballooning) of the clad
would block part of the available coolant flow area a 1 could interfere ;
with the expected delivery of emergency core cooling water during reflood.
The Working Group has initiated a programme of work in this area. Preli-
minary discussions showed that reactor system calculations which include
error bands due partly to fuel behaviour were not as unclear as previously .-l.
thought. It was agreed that substantial efforts should be devoted to ':
investigations of clad strength characteristics; the extent of chemical 1
reaction between metal and water will also necessitate further studies. ;

91. The programme of international standard problems on loss-of- f
coolant accidents has continued. These exercises are intended to: :

- improve engineering understanding of the postulated LOCA event
and the interaction of the ECC systems;

- compare best-estimate computer code calculations with experi-
mental data under controlled conditions;
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I
- evaluate the ability of computer codes to adequately predict
the consequences of postulated LOCA events;

- provide participating countries with information enabling them
to quantify the safety margins in LOCA analysis relative to
their current licensing criteria.

92. Carrying out "best-estimate" calculations of representative
experiments aids in the development of a proper understanding of the
phenomena involved in the loss-of-coolant accident, and best-estimate
calculations, rather than "evaluation model" calculations, are submitted
as answers to standard problems. Evaluation model computer codes use
conservative assumptions in models and correlations, compatible with the
code's treatment of the basic fluid dynamics and its solution technique;
these codes are used for licensing calculations. So far, most organisa-
tions have used essentially the same physical models for best-estimate
and evaluation model descriptions; there is now an increasing tendency
for best-estimate models to become more and more sophisticated, in order
to understand better what simplifications made in licensing computer
codes really mean. Advanced codes, containing a better description of the
physics of the situations, are needed as quickly as possible; their
subsequent full-proof testing will be a very large task for the code
development groups.

93. During 1978, analysis was completed of a standard problem based
on a particular experiment in the LOST facility and a second standard
problem based on an experiment performed at the Battelie-Frankfurt
Eesearch Centre simulating a steam line rupture with a pressure vessel
not equipped with internals (the objectives being to determine the water
level and phase separation effects during the initial blowdown phase).
Work was started on a new standard problem based on a reflooding experi-
ment performed in the EESEC loop at the Grenoble Huclear Centre and on a
new problem based on Semiscale Test S06-3 which consisted of a blowdown,
refill and reflood of an electrically heated core in the 3EEL Semiscale
MQD-1 system and was intended to provide a countfco?part to LO3?T nuclear
test L2-3.

9%. Analysis and comparison of the results obtained by the parti-
cipants in the standard problem exercises has produced a number of speci-
fic conclusions and recommendations. Generally speaking, experience shows
the need for more complex code developments in certain directions, as
well as substantial improvements to measurement techniques to make more
local fluid dynamics and heat transfer parameters amenable to economic
and reliable measurement. In the longer term, this will lead to improved
codes for design and licensing calculations.

95* Standard problems are felt to be extremely valuable in that
they qualify not only computer codes but also code users - and this may
indeed be the main benefit gained so far since the way analysts apply
codes is a very important concern. Standard problems allow groups to keep
in touch with the current state-of-the-art and demonstrate competence
in using the codes available.

96. The main interest of transient studies in two-phase flow relates
to safety problems encountered in liqulcf-cooled reactors, and work in
this field sponsored by CSNI has focussed on high pressure water reactors
(boiling water reactors and pressurised water reactors); it is worth
noting, though, that transient two-pliase flow safety problems exist also
in low pressure experimental reactors and in fast breeders cooled by
liquid metals.
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97. A major problem in evaluating the safety of a reactor is to
determine how the coolant density (in the case of water-cooled reactors:
steam-water mixture density) changes during non-steady reactor operation.
The pattern of these changes must be precisely determined so that the
resulting effects caused by coupling with other reactivity contributors
can be calculated. Without a qualitative and quantitative understanding
of the machanism(s) of coolant density changes, it is not possible to
predict the transient behaviour of a reactor system and the problem is
especially acute when sudden changes occur in the coolant due to reactor
power excursions, when rapid fuel heating can cause water vaporisation to
steam (transient boiling) which may result in destructive pressure
transients and/or clad melting due to decreased heat transfer rates.
The problem of predicting the onset of unstable behaviour in boiling heat
transfer systems has long been of concern to system designers. This is
particularly true as output levels in. power generation equipment are
pushed higher and higher, and "burnout" in the cooling system becomes
the upper limit of system operation.

98. In order to provide scientists with a forum for exchanging
results and discussing new concepts, a second Specialist Meeting on
Transient Two-Phase Flow was sponsored in June 1978; it was hosted by the
Nuclear Safety Department of the French "Institut de Protection et de
Surete Nucleaire", in Paris.

99. A previous NEA meeting on Transient Two-Phase Flow had recommen-
ded that benchmark numerical techniques should be developed to ensure that
the true solution of the mathematical model (field equations, constitutive
equations, and boundary conditions) was obtained. In view of the extreme
difficulties of the subject, it is not before June 1978 that it was
possible to convene, with reasonable chance of success, a Topical Meeting
on Benchmark Numerical Techniques for Transient Too-Phase Flow, involving
specialists in thermal hydraulics and numerical analysis.

100. In trying to describe a physical situation by means of a set of
equations, one meets two problems: whether the set of equations is
relevant, and whether the solution technique gives an "acceptable" solution
to the set of equations.

101. In the safety context, it is necessary for code developers to
describe reactor safety situations and demonstrate that their numerical
methods are "acceptable" - as opposed to "absolutely correct" - and lead
to answers which may be believed within some prescribed limits of accuracy.
In order to determine whether the answers provided are correct it is
necessary to compare one numerical method with another. The Specialist
Meeting agreed that international benchmark numerical problems should be
undertaken, under the auspices of CSNI, not to pit participants against
each other, nor to decide on the best numerical method, but to derive
and publish a numerical reference solution for a simple enough problem.
This would also give a warning to code users, as many are using codes
outside the range for which their applicability had been demonstrated.
A first CSHT benchmark numerical problem was selected at the Meeting;
results will be available at the beginning of 1979-

ftr
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Containment response

102. The reactor containment system provides a third barrier between
fission products in the fuel and the external environment (in addition
to the fuel cladding and the reactor pressure vessel). The integrity of
each barrier, be i t fuel clad, reactor vessel and piping or the containment
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enclosure is subjected to close scrutiny. The purpose of containment
analysis is to predict the time histories of pressure and temperature in
the mixture of air/steam/water at the containment walls. These, in turn,
are used to predict the structural response of the walls for assessing
the safety of its design.

103. In the event of a loss-of-coolant accident, the coolant
expelled would flash to steam and pressurise the containment volume.
Most containment systems are designed to withstand the maximum temperature
and pressure expected from the steam generated. During a LOCA, the contain- >>
ment structures are loaded by jet forces at the site of rupture, by ; j
differential pressures acting on the partition walls, "by internal pressure •'!
in the containment shell, and by stresses in the walls caused by non- ;|
uniform temperature distribution. f

104. The phenomena that occur within a water reactor containment \
during a LOCA are being investigated in experiments with model .contain- . ;;
ments, notably at the Battelle-Frankfurt Research Centre. The main points . , _ :
of experimental investigation are: (;

- to study the pressurisation of a full pressure containment; i;

- to determine the heat transfer process during the transient; sj-

- to investigate the flow resistances between compartments in ; ; '•$?:
relation to the build-up of pressure differentials; " ||5-

- to study non-thermodynamic equilibrium between phases. . !;|;;

105. The experimental results are being compared with the results Si:
of model calculations to improve the calculational methods and to verify « 1
computer programmes used in the design of full pressure containment £•'
systems. Calculations using computer codes developed for containment \ ;-Ji
design involve many simplifications, for example several physical effects -- £.«
are not sufficiently explored; experimental data are insufficient, so " ; 1
it is often necessary to rely on estimates; and it is not fully certain * g 1
that significant effects have not been overlooked. £r

106. Following a proposal made by the Federal Republic of Germany, . $~}
CSHI has decided to sponsor an international standard -problem on pressure &
and temperature loads on a reactor conta-i-T̂ ent after a LOG A, the • ;§•,
objectives and the procedures being similar to those adopted by the _ l£
Committee for its programme of standard problems on loss-of-coolant |$
accidents. A Battelle experiment has been selected by a meeting of experts f|-
as basis for the standard problem; results will be available at the ft
beginning of 1979- [ It;

Fuel Element Behaviour : 1$

107. The Agency has been active for some time in the area of fuel • ,. |;'-
element behaviour in accident conditions; specialist meetings on the i I
subject were held in France (1973) and Norway (1976). One of the principal ! X
conclusions stemming from the second meeting was that the high strains j r

observed to occur in fuel elements as a result of temperature transients ;
typical of the initial (heat-up) phase of a loss-of-coolant accident 'i v . ;

would be acceptable only if there was no rod-to-rod interaction or '"•.' f
failure propagation mechanism. \
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108. In 1978 an expert group reviewed in detail the desirability of
conducting a substantial in-pile test programme on fuel bundles, on an
international basis, to look for evidence of propagating pin failures, or
pin-pin interactions, in accident conditions. (The group considered the
numerous research projects going on or planned in this and related areas
and identified the possible "initiating events", such as loss-of-coolant
accidents, anticipated transients, blockage of coolant flow by debris,
and reactivity-initiated accidents, which could conceivably lead to
propagation of pin failures. On the basis of this review the experts
advocated an in-pile test programme on large fuel bundles for a number
of pressing reasons, including the following: the swelling of fuel
cladding has been shown to be different in single-rod and multirod tests;
out-of-pile experiments using electrically heated rods cannot entirely
simulate real reactor conditions; calculation of the thermohydraulic
consequences of pin-to-pin interaction is very hard, and a sound experi-
mental basis is required.

109. The experts went on to draw up an outline specification for the
in-pile test programme they recommended; the scheme will be studied
further during 1979 in. the framework of the existing Working Group on
Emergency Core Cooling in Water Reactors.

FAST REACTOR RESEARCH

110. Informal discussions on R & D activities related to the safety
of the liquid metal cooled fast breeder reactor (LMPBR), have continued
during 1978 between researchers from those countries conducting this kind
of programme. At a meeting of experts in April 1978 it was agreed that
unconcerted research programmes in the different countries could lead
to adoption of technical solutions that were incomplete or irreconcilable,
and it was recommended that a more formal arrangement should be found for
exchanging information and for further international co-operation regar-
ding IMFER safety R & D. Subsequently the Committee on the Safety of
Buclear Installations took up this recommendation and established a Group
of senior experts with the task of drawing up guidelines for research
stragegies and priorities, preparing international state-of-the-art
reports, and identifying specific areas where an international approach
could help in resolving problems.

111. In the first place the Group of senior experts decided to review
the importance of fission gas release in sub-assembly faults and methods
of increasing the reliability of reactor shutdown systems. It was agreed
that the Group would continue the earlier activities of the informal
group of experts on trends and options in IMWER safety R & D, comprising
technical exchanges on thermal propagation between sub-assemblies, fuel
motion diagnostics and post-accident heat removal.

Si"

SAFETY. RESEARCH FOR REACTORS IF GENERAL

Nuclear Aerosols

112. The Group of Experts se t up i n 1977 t o study the sa fe ty problems
connected with the formation and behaviour of aerosols i n pos tu la ted
nuclear r eac to r acc iden ts , prepared during 1978 a comprehensive s t a t e -o f -



the-azt report to place current knowledge on nuclear aerosols technology
in perspective, "by relating it to the assessment of the radiological
consequences of nuclear accidents.

113. !Che principal objective of the report was to provide a basis
for identifying major unresolved questions and related research priorities.
The report covered aerosol formation processes and their characterisation,
behaviour of aerosols in containment systems under accident conditions,
and computer modelling of these processes.

114. This comprehensive survey suggested that there was a need for
further development of current methods for predicting quantitative
aerosol source terms in the analysis of severe reactor accidents. Although
the analytical methods of predicting aerosol transport in an IMFER con-
tainment following a severe hypothetical accident are well developed,
it was concluded that qualification criteria should be established.
Computer models of aerosol behaviour are now becoming available and it
was recommended that they should be applied more widely in the reactor
accident analysis.

115. The Group has noted that the instruments and methods used for
measuring and characterising aerosols need critical evaluation, possibly
with some kind of comparative study.

116. The report has been approved for publication, and other proposals
of the Expert Group, including a Specialist Meeting on nuclear aerosols
in reactor safety and further studies on aerosol measurement evaluation
and aerosols code verification criteria, have been endorsed by CSUI.

Fuel Coolant Interactions

-I-

f

117» There have been numerous incidents in various industries where
large amounts of molten metal have been suddenly dispersed in a cooler
liquid, resulting in a violent energetic interaction, or even an explosion.

118. Certain postulated reactor accidents (which have an extremely
low probability of occurrence) could result in at least paxt of the core
melting, causing a quantity of molten fuel, clad and support structure
to quickly mix intimately with the coolant fluid. If an energetic fuel-
coolant interaction (KJI; follows, it could not only affect the process
of core disruption but also provide a mechanism for challenging the
integrity of the reactor vessel and of dispersing radioactive material
within the reactor containment.

119* In recent years, marked progress had been made in assessing
the potential importance of this kind of interaction, but the basic
physical processes of transient heat transfer are still not fully under-
stood. At present, researchers disagree as to whether an energetic FCI
is theoretically possible in a liquid-cooled reactor. For example some
experts are not convinced by available experimental results that such
interactions cannot occur, while others believe that they can be virtually
ruled out on basic principles without recourse to specific possible
accident sequences. In order to promote discussion and perhaps resolve the
controversy, a small expert group was set up in 1976 in order to establish
what was known for certain about the fundamental physics of an FCI, to
define the areas of disagreement as precisely as possible, and to recommend
experimental and theoretical work that would contribute to resolving these
issues.

.F
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120. When the Group met for the third time in 1978 the experts' views
were still clearly divergent on several quite "basic issues A report was
prepared which outlined these differences in detail, and set out recommend-
ations for specific experimental and theoretical work whereby they might
be resolved. Meanwhile, a Fuel-Coolant Interaction Newsletter (the first
of a series) was published by the Agency to keep research workers abreast
of the latest experimental and theoretical developments in the 1JEA Member
countries.

Materials Research

121. The Agency's work in the field of materials was a prominent
part of the programme of the former Committee on Reactor Safety Technology
(CREST) which, as its name implies, limited its attention ot the potential
problems likely to influence reactor safety. After CREST was replaced by
the broader-based Committee on the Safety of Huclear Installations,
materials questions were brought under the guidance of a new Working Group
[73, which was instructed to review a number of specific questions in
fracture mechanics, the principles of welding and properties of the
"heat-affected zone", and non-destructive testing. The careful selection
of subjects is especially important in this rather crowded field; with
some 200 nuclear power stations in service, Member countries are conducting
a great deal of research into predicting and monitoring the behaviour of
steel pressure vessels and piping systems, and it was therefore important
to attempt international co-ordination only in areas where consensus
seemed important and feasible.

|> 122. The fundamental purpose of fracture mechanics is to provide an "g!
|y experimental and theoretical framework whereby a test result on a small • . if
j- steel specimen can be used to predict the loads under which a structure -X;
" si made of the same material will fail as a result of the propagation of an ^
; incipient flaw, such as a tiny crack. In simple (brittle) conditions : |

where crack propagation under stress is accompanied by little or no plastic v )-
deformation, the methods of linear, elastic fracture mechanics are already _ ' J.I
used with considerable success to predict when failure of a structure will .. . 1
occur. However in many structural materials, crack propagation is accompanied „ :;,|
by substantial plasticity at and around the crack tip, a situation which :<~-. •
invalidates the use of linear, elastic fracture mechanics. Present day " Q,
research is therefore aimed at developing parameters for predicting crack %•,
propagation in ductile materials under the so-called elastic-plastic §
conditions. The HEA Working Group has prepared some preliminary status fe
reports on crack growth under cyclic stress, the phenomenon of "crack S
arrest", and on unstable crack growth, or tearing instability. Arrangements ..— |f
have also been made to pool information on test methods and results in • '(••'
elastic-plastic fracture mechanics (EEEM), a move which was the principal . S/>
recommendation of a specialist meeting on the subject held at Daresbury : %
(United Kingdom) in May 1978. The meeting heard 25 papers dealing with ' l;;
the measurement and analysis of fracture toughness, the significance of i
slow (stable) crack growth, and the application of EEBM data to design
and operation. The subject is young and is still developing; it is hoped to
arrange small, information meetings of research workers to try to
co-ordinate progress. •

L7J The Working Group on Safety Aspects of Steel Components in Nuclear
Installations; for historical reasons the secretariat of the Working
Group is provided jointly by WSk and the Commission of the European
Communities.
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123. In a related area it was decided to collect data from Member f
countries relative to the numerous "surveillance programmes" being ',;- ?:
conducted on reactor pressure vessels in service. Small specimens of the , ' ,;
vessel steel are introduced into the reactor during commissioning and
removed one by one at intervals thereafter for testing. la this way it is
possible to monitor how the physical properties of the vessel material
change as a result of stress, temperature and irradiation. When sufficient
data have been collected it is proposed to arrange an international
evaluation and interpretation exercise of the "workshop" type.

124-. Reactor pressure vessels and their primary coolant circuits
contain major welded joints which are potentially weak points in the
pressure boundary, particularly in view of the thickness of plate involved
(pressure vessels) or of the problems of inspecting stainless steel joints
(steam generators;. It is thought that inherent difficulties in welds
are now conquered by careful control of the constitution of the weld metal,
and there are definite moves towards designs aimed at reducing the amount
of welds needed and facilitating the inspection of those that are necessary.
!Ehe Working Group has discussed various points of interest and produced
status reports on some specific aspects of welding and its associated heat
treatment.

125. Further status reports are being prepared in the field of non-
destructive testing of steel components, especially with regard to the in- ,
service inspection of reactor primary circuits. Subjects covered include
the ultrasonic examination of stainless steel components, the use of acous-
tic emission techniques, and the problems of characterising detected flaws
including that of differentiating between harmless natural phenomena and
significant defects. The PISC (Plate Inspection Steering Committee) pro-
gramme, which is a kind of standard problem on methods used for the ultra-
sonic inspection of thick steel plates, was being completed at the end of
the year. 27 organisations in 10 countries applied the standard procedure
to the test plates, and in September the plates were cut up into small,
easily handled pieces prior to careful metallographic study (and some
further ultrasonic testing) to determine exactly what flaws are present.
Preliminary indications are that the different teams had in fact discovered
all the flaws that had been induced deliberately. During December 1978 the
results were assembled on a computer file for comparison and evaluation. !Ehe
final assessment of the programme was expected to be available in April 1979- . i'

Seismic Safety and Antiseismic Design &

126. International co-operation in this field continued in 1978 in "" §i
the framework of the Expert Group on reference seismic ground motions in !$•
nuclear safety assessment; the main task during the year was preparation ft
of a state-of-the-art report covering a number of critical subjects in • E;
seismic safety and antiseismic design of nuclear plants. iv

127« Q3ie report was hindered by a definite lack of scientific , |:
information about certain important topics, such as the assessment of the
probability of very severe, and rare, ground motions particularly in
seismically quiescent areas, the specification of the earthquake focal
mechanisms and processes especially for near-field ground motions. Simi-
larly there is at present little expert consensus about the feasibility
and merits of using probabilistic analysis techniques for the seismic
safety assessment of nuclear sites and nuclear plant structures. The
Expert Group nevertheless prepared a draft state-of-the-art report which
was submitted to CSNI at its annual meeting, in November 1978.

- 4-8 -
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128. The areas dealt with in the report included probabilistic
methods in seismology, approaches used by regulatory authorities in
Member countries for determining reference ground motions, the preparation
of ground motion spectra, consideration of near-field earthquakes and
wave types, seismotectonic maps, and seismic record libraries. As well as
reviewing the state-of-the-art in these areas the report sets out recommend-
ations for further research. Although focussed specifically on the problems
of assessing seismic hazard to the exclusion of the assessment of seismic
damage to structures, the Expert Group has in fact prepared a preliminary
feasibility study for the probabilistic seismic analysis of an actual
site-plant combination which includes an assessment of structural response
and damage. The study discusses the outline of an analysis of this kind
and contains some recommendations for possible further work. A particularly
interesting issue raised is the possibility that deviations from design
specifications might make the failure probability of vital plant components
close to 1 under seismic loadings even lower than the safe shutdown earth-
quake values. This suggests the need for exchanges of experimental data
relating to seismic and structural parameters, and case histories covering
failures and malfunctions of structures, components and equipment related
to seismic safety.

Reliability Analysis

129. A nuclear power plant contains many complex systems involving
electrical and mechanical components which are intended to ensure its
reliable, safe operation. In designing the plant there is an obvious
need to predict how it will behave in many conditions. In some instances,
such as when there could be significant consequences, it may be important
to take account of very unlikely, or rare, events of various kinds.
Owing to their very nature, these will necessarily be little data on
occurrences of this kind. It has been found that the scattered information
on component reliability that does exist is difficult to collect, is not
coherent or is in an unsuitable form. Different subsystems may contain
common defects, or interfere with one another in unsuspected ways, and
it is generally difficult to estimate the extent of these interactions.
Similarly, many people are involved in designing, building, operating
and inspecting a nuclear plant, and mistakes resulting from oversight,
carelessness or other human shortcomings may cause the plant to be
operated outside specification. In addition, the different approaches
to assessing plant reliability used by statisticians, and electrical,
mechanical and structural engineers could hinder development of a coherent
analytical procedure for treating the plant as a whole. Finally arises
the problem of presenting the results of such analyses to non-specialists
in a generally understandable manner.

130. In 1976 the Committee on the Safety of Huclear Installations
appointed a special Task Force to study all these questions; the Task
Force submitted the results of its two-year study to the Committee in
November 1978. Having reviewed the known methods of statistics, the Task
Force concluded that although applicable techniques were available,
they had yet to be fully adapted to specific real problems and properly
demonstrated. Information was assembled on the rate and mode of failure
of selected common electrical and mechanical components, and general
guidelines developed on the meaningful use of such data. The Task Force
worked out a systematic approach for analysing, modelling and protecting
against interacting subsystem weaknesses and failures, and outlined the
conditions that must be satisfied to permit quantifying the contribution
of human errors to failures in system and subsystems. One of the objectives
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of the Task Force was to throw light on these subjects, and to try to
"bridge the gaps in understanding "between specialists themselves, and with
those who are not specialists in the subjects concerned. Finally, to
illustrate how all these concepts and techniques may be applied in
practice, the Task Force made a quantitative assessment of the reliability
of response of a shutdown- system in a specific reactor. The reliability of
the electronic control circuits was assessed in detail, with allowance
made, for example, for common modes of component failures and human errors
in inspection. A preliminary assessment was made of the reliability of the
mechanical part of the system.

131. On the basis of these results, the Committee decided to do
further co-operative work during 1979 in this field through two groups. ; j
One is assembling information on the pattern of human involvement in I
maintaining, testing and calibrating safety systems, and developing I
methods for the international exchange of quantitative information on
human error. The second is conducting a similar study of the feasibility
of exchanging information on operating experience with FWE control rod
mechanisms*

SAFETY OF THE NUCLEAR FttEL CYCEE ?

.132. In 1978 the Working Group on Fuel Cycle Safety has completed /J.
its first task of preparing a preliminary Report on the safety of the I;
fuel cycle. - ft

133. This Eeport provides an overview, without too much detail, of _ lf>
the current safety status of nuclear fuel cycle facilities, excluding • jS'
reactors, and the present state of scientific knowledge. The Eeport IK
confirms that, despite some potentially significant safety problems, j: i
the overall hazard from nuclear fuel cycle facilities is lower than that j
of a power reactor. This conclusion is based upon two principal consi- \ £•
derations: first, in fuel cycle facilities the available potential energy _ i-i
for dispersing radioactive materials into the environment is much lower * til
than in a reactor; second, most of the accidents which could have serious - |';i!
consequences for workers or the public cannot occur suddenly, hence * ?
adequate time is available for corrective action to be taken. g;

13*. An important conclusion of the Eeport is that the safety of the f]
fuel cycle installations depends largely on maintaining good operational I!
standards, especially with regard to the risk of incidents affecting , f*
the personnel. --"Iv

135• This Eeport, which has been submitted as a contribution to ?f
USFCE Working Group 4, is only the first stage of a broader plan to .' ||
survey the state-of-the-art in this field. A more comprehensive report, i tv
treating the various subjects in greater technical detail, is now being l:
prepared.

136. A Specialist Meeting on the Safety Problems Associated with the
Handling and Storage of Uranium Hexafluoride was held, under the auspices
of CSHT, at Boekelo (the Netherlands) from 27 to 29 June 1978. Its main
purpose was to stimulate an exchange of practical experience gained in
handling, storing and transporting large quantities of UF6, to review
the behaviour of UEfe in accident conditions, to discuss possible accident
scenarios, and to identify possible experimental parameters for evaluating
accident consequences.
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137* The Meeting was hosted by URENCO Nederland in collaboration
with the Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs, and was attended by 70 parti-
cipants from 12 countries. It was concluded that in the existing instal-
lations UF6 is handled on the basis of generally known and accepted
safety principles, without endangering the health and safety of operating
personnel and the public. It was recognised, however, that some problems
still require a more satisfactory solution, particularly when TJE5 is
handled in liquid form; the Meeting considered possible approaches and
requirements for further experimental work.

SAIEDT OF NUCLEAR SHIPS

138. During the year the Working Group on the Safety of Nuclear
Ships prepared for the Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations
a brief assessment of the 1977 Symposium on the Safety of Nuclear Ships,
which had been held in Hamburg in collaboration with the International
Atomic Energy Agency. !Phe assessment reviewed the most important technical
and policy issues raised at the Symposium and set these against the
background of the Working Group's views and recent developments in the
field.

139* Ihe Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organisation (IMCO)
continued to draft its safety code for nuclear merchant ships, a process
expected to be completed during 1979- !Ehe CSNI Working Group is repre-
sented at the drafting meetings and will meet to discuss particular
nuclear safety questions as and when necessary. la view of the absence
of notable developments regarding nuclear merchant shipping this activity - ffi?
is accorded low priority at present. '•$

<{• \

INEOEMATION EXCHANGES \ ?i I

I
140. A new edition of the Nuclear Safety Eesearch Index was " £ :

• published in 1978 in conjunction with the OECD International Energy K ft.
;; Agency. Ihis widely-consulted annual publication is a compilation of Ip
v:= concise descriptions of nuclear safety research projects and related : f-
r computer codes, classified according to the safety issues addressed by ¥•':
Vz each. To. four volumes to ta l l ing some 3000 pages, the new edition l i s t s If.
hi about 1100 projects and codes that are operative or under active develop- .._.|l
v. ment. ; ..' W:

I':. 14-1. With a view to making future editions as informative and timely |:f
i; as possible, studies were made of different ways of collecting and ' er

''•'. presenting the information to be included in the Index. Also, in keeping : ji,
with the evolving pattern of CSNI ac t iv i t i e s , further consideration was if-

': given to possibly extending future editions of the Index to .cover safety 'K
research related to gas-cooled reactors and out-of-pile nuclear fuel L t
cycle installations. : %•
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LICENSING OS1 NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

142. The CSNI Sub-Committee on Licensing continued to provide a
forum for exchanging information and views between regulatory authorities
of Member countries. In 1978 the Agency's contribution to international
understanding in this area was strengthened as a result of two new
Working Groups, on regulatory review and assessment end on regulatory
inspection, and through the preparation of a number of compilations and
reviews.

Regulatory Review and Assessment j i,

143. After the 1977 Specialist Meeting on regulatory inspection
practices, the Sub-Committee on Licensing adopted a number of the
recommendations made. One of these was to set up a working group to collect 1"
and analyse information on criteria, practices and methods of regulatory
review adopted by Member countries for licensing nuclear plants, and to , , '--
prepare a review report on the subject. ' 'i"

144. Preparation of a Specialist Meeting on the subject was also •
started on the basis of information collected; a number of specific •.;.
topics were identified requiring further discussion and exchanges between ]f.
experts and representing, therefore, possible themes for the meeting. if,

These included: •* 1/'

- problems related to the use of probabilistic analysis techniques » . fl;
in the regulatory review; sA,

- comparison of mathematical models and computer codes used b y
regulatory bodies, for safety analysis;

- relationships between safety research and regulatory review,
in particular the application of safety research results to
regulatory review;

- criteria for choosing major reference accidents for purposes :-
of site assessment, emergency planning, etc. |

Regulatory Inspection „ if'

145. The activities begun in 1977 regarding regulatory inspection , |f
of nuclear power plants, preparation of a compilation on regulatory ! %
inspection practices used in Member countries and the organisation of the -
Madrid Specialist Meeting on the subject, were developed further during
1978. A restricted Working Group was set up to collect and analyse
detailed information on inspection criteria, practices and experience in
NEA Member countries and to prepare and periodically update reports on
relevant subjects as a basis for further exchanges in depth between
regulatory inspection experts. This Working Group reviewed the various
areas of regulatory inspection activities and established an order of
priority in the subjects to be studied. Regulatory inspection during the
commissioning stage of a nuclear power plant was selected as the first
subject to be studied in detail, and a questionnaire was prepared for
distribution to Member countries.
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Compilations and Studies

146. The r epo r t s on regu la to ry inspec t ion of nuclear power p l a n t s
in NEA Member countr ies and on the safe ty and s i t i n g of nuc lea r i n s t a l l a -
t i o n s near i n t e r n a t i o n a l "borders i n HEA Member countr ies were updated
and completed. I t was decided t h a t they should /be widely disseminated
within. Member coun t r i e s .

14-7* A prel iminary r e p o r t oh the procedures and methodologies
applied i n Member countr ies for se lec t ing and planning nuc lear s i t e s
was prepared on the b a s i s of t h e answers t o a de t a i l ed ques t ionnai re
c i r cu la t ed t o Member c o u n t r i e s . The Sub-Committee on Licensing, a t i t s "
annual meeting i n November 1978» reviewed t h e repor t and decided t o --
introduce more technical detail and describe the siting criteria adopted
in the different countries;

148. The description of Licensing Systems and Inspection of Huclear
Installations in HEA Member countries, f irst compiled in 1975» was
further updated with amendments concerning regulatory changes having
occurred in seven Member countries.

Exchanges of Views

•is 149. The Sub-Committee on Licensing continued to exchange information
and views on the principal regulatory measures and decisions adopted in
Member countries, as well as on the regulatory implications of incidents
and malfunctions with safety significance occurring during the year.
Views were exchanged also on important and currently controversial
subjects, such as the applicability of quantitative (probabilistic) risk
assessment techniques to the regulatory review and licensing of nuclear
sites and nuclear installations.

ft-
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INTRODUCTION « . .

150. During the period under review, the Agency has continued its '• i
traditional activities in the sector of nuclear law. In accordance with I
its statutory responsibilities, it has encouraged the preparation and
harmonisation of nuclear law in Member countries, with particular emphasis •
on third party liability and insurance matters based on the principles
of the 1960 Paris Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of
Nuclear Energy [8") and the 1963 Brussels Convention Supplementary [8]
to the Paris Convention ; it has developed its work on dissemination of ' -, ;
conventional and computerised information on nuclear law ; and provided • " i:
advisory support to other sectors of the Secretariat as well as to its ; ,
Joint Undertakings. '"

THIRD PARTY LIABILITY %

# -
151- The Paris Convention, which is now in force in 13 countries, - .0
provides a special regime, limited to risks of an exceptional character jf.
applying only to nuclear incidents occurring at or in connection with : f? i
certain nuclear installations or in the course of transport of nuclear f •
substances as defined. To take account of developments in the nuclear -, •*•
field, it lays down that the Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy may
extend the Convention's scope to other nuclear installations, include new
materials in the definition of nuclear fuel, and may also decide that,
nuclear installations, fuel or substances presently included, will cease
to be covered by reason of the small risks they involve.

152. Natural and depleted uranium are excluded from the definition
of nuclear substances, and it was considered useful to examine the possi-
bility of excluding other forms of uranium which also present a small
extent of risk. Therefore, on the basis of the conclusions of a study
assessing the risks of certain nuclear substances in installations and
during transport, the Group of Governmental Experts on Third Party
Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy recommended that the Steering
Committee should adopt a Decision on the Exclusion of Certain Nuclear
Substances from the Paris Convention. At its October 1977 session, the
Steering Committee adopted this Decision which came into effect on
18th January 1978.

153- Accordingly, uranium, including reprocessed uranium, whose
total activity meets the appropriate contamination limits specified by
the Decision itself on the basis of the current fuel reprocessing speci-
fications and is acceptable for transport as "low specific activity
material" as defined in the 1973 edition of the IAEA Transport Regula-
tions, is excluded from the application of the Convention when it is

r-

[8] A list of signatures, ratifications and accessions in respect of
these Conventions was annexed to the Agency's Sixth Activity Report.
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stored on a site which does not otherwise qualify as a nuclear installa-
tion and when it is carried to or from such an installation ; however,
if it is held in a nuclear installation within the meaning of the
Convention, it will remain in the special regime irrespective of whether
it complies with the exclusion limits. It should be pointed out that such
exclusion does not remove it from statutory control requirements for
radioactive material, and national regulations should continue to apply
adequate safety measures for the health protection of workers and the
public.

154. The Group of Governmental Experts pursued their work on modern-
ising the Paris Convention and the Brussels Supplementary Convention by
considering three sets of questions : the replacement of the European
Monetary Agreement Unit of Account (EKA u/a), used to express liability
and compensation amounts in the Conventions, by the Special Drawing Right
of the International Monetary Fund (SDR) ; other adaptations to the Paris
Convention to take account of practical experience since that Convention
entered into force ; and an increase in the amounts of liability and
compensation laid down by each Convention to compensate for erosion in
the value of money.

155. . while the Experts were in favour of revising the Conventions
to replace the unit of account and of amending the Paris Convention on a
number of points of lesser importance, it was not possible to reach a
consensus in increasing the amounts specified in the Conventions to com-
pensate for inflation. The Group therefore referred to the Steering
Committee at its session in October "1978 with a report stating the na-
tional views. As a result, the Steering Committee instructed the Group
to submit, as soon as possible, proposals for revising the Paris Convention
and the Brussels Supplementary Convention on points likely to obtain the
unanimous agreement of the Contracting Parties, considering in particular
the modification of compensation amounts under the Brussels Convention.
This latter Convention provides for compensation in three tiers, the first
and lowest is to be covered by funds provided by insurance or other fi-
nancial security, the second by public funds made available by the
Contracting Party on whose territory the nuclear installation at the
origin of the damage is situated, and the third by public funds made
available by all the Contx-acting Parties according to a formula taking
account of the. gross national product and the thermal power of reactors
in each Contracting Party.

156. Attention has also been paid to the relationship between the
Paris Convention and the 19&3 Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for
Nuclear Damage, elaborated by the International Atomic Energy Agency,
and their harmonisation. In this connection, the Steering Committee for
Nuclear Energy had adopted at its October 1977 Session, a Decision on
the Exclusion of Small Quantities of Nuclear Substances from the Appli-
cation of the Paris Convention, to replace a 1964 Decision on the same
subject, for the purpose of aligning the technical Annex with the latest
IAEA Regulations on the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials (1973).
The IAEA. Standing Committee on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage met in
January and discussed a Note on the exclusion of small quantities of
nuclear material from the scope of the Vienna Convention, which followed
up the NEA. Decision. The Committee concluded that the Annex to the 1964
Resolution adopted by the IAEA Bo.ard of Governors, in parallel to the
1964 NEA Decision, should also be adjusted to the same edition of the
IAEA Regulations and recommended accordingly. The Board adopted this new
Resolution in September 1978.

*: .
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INFORMATION ON KUCLEAR LAW

157. Preparation of studies on nuclear regulations, publications on
nuclear law, and participation in a computerised nuclear information
system are a major part of NEA's work on dissemination of legal infor-
mation.

Computerised Information

158. Under an arrangement with IAEA which has been operational since
1976, NEA collects and processes for the International Nuclear Information
System (INIS) nuclear legislation and legal literature at the request of
its interested Member countries. This work has continued to develop and
the volume of items processed has increased. Another Member country,
Switzerland, joined the arrangement, bringing to thirteen [9] the number
of countries new using NEA's services in this field.

159. On the occasion of the annual meeting of the INIS Liaison Offi-
cers in May, it was agreed that it would be opportune for NEA to organise,
in collaboration with IAEA, an interdisciplinary workshop in 1979 on
nuclear law data processing for HTIS. This would bring together for the
first time nuclear lawyers and nuclear information specialists and provide
a forum for discussions between compilers and users of INIS services in
nuclear law.

Conventional Information

160. Numbers 21 and 22 of the Nuclear Law Bulletin were published
respectively in June and December. Hie Bulletin, which is issued in
English and French, is available on subscription and is widely read,
throughout the world. It is the only international periodical in the field
and the information treated is obtained essentially from authoritative
sources, mainly a network of national correspondents.

161. Since the Bulletin supplies information on legislative and
regulatory developments in the nuclear sector, it necessarily reflects
the prevailing trends. These show that an increasing number of countries
are reorganising their legislation to achieve a clearer separation of
responsibilities for nuclear regulation. There is a tendency to place
nuclear activities under the public authority competent for all energy
questions and to take decisions on such activities in the context of the
overall national energy policies. There has also been an increase in bi-
lateral agreements concerning nuclear trade, aiming in particular at
stricter controls of exports and the strengthening of safeguards. In-
creasing attention has been paid to regulating the long-term management
of radioactive waste.

£'•••

[9] Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Italy, the Netherlands,
Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and the United Kingdom.
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Analytical Studies

162. The Secretariat began preparation of the fourth study in its
series of analytical studies on nuclear legislation. This volume, to be
published in co-operation with IAEA, will deal with the transport of
nuclear materials, with special emphasis on international regulations
which are embodied in most national transport laws.

EUROPEAN NUCLEAR ENERGY TRIBUNAL

163- The European Nuclear Energy Tribunal was set up under the
Convention of 20th December 1957 °n the Establishment of a Security
Control in the Field of Nuclear Energy [10], In addition to questions
relating to security control, the Tribunal's jurisdiction may be extended
to cover any matter relating to joint actions by Member countries, which
may be submitted to it with the agreement of the Parties to the Security
Control Convention. This applies, in particular, to disputes concerning
the application and interpretation of the Convention on the Constitution
of the Eurochemic Company, the Paris Convention and the Brussels Supple-
mentary Convention. ||

164. The Tribunal is made up of seven independent judges appointed L ||:
for a term of five years. The present judges of the Tribunal, appointed
by the OECD Council from 1st March 1978 for the third term of office,
are : • . * • . § §

Mr. Rudolf BINDSCHEDLER (Switzerland) . §i\
Mr. Derek BOWETT (United Kingdom) x %,
Mr. Gunther JAENICKE (Federal Republic of Germany) _ ! p\
Mr. Dino MARCHETTI (Italy) ,\ ||
Mr. Ulf NORDENSON (Sweden) , J!;

Mr. Fernando OLAVO (Portugal) ft
Mr. Paul REUTER (France) |;.

165. When appointing these judges, the Council agreed that a proce- %
dure, aiming to define equitable criteria for selection of Governments : T"~iS
which should propose the designation of judges for future terms of office, ';• ifc
should be set up as soon as possible by agreement between the Parties to If
the Convention on Security Control. An Ad hoc Working Party was therefore .:-,• Iff
constituted to that effect and had its first meeting in December. : \ |t

[10] Parties to the Convention are : the Governments of Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Ireland, I taly,
iMxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland,
Spain, Turkey and the United Kingdom.
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STUDIES ON NUCLEAR ENERGY DEVELOPMENT AND THE FUEL CYCLE

166. The Agency's programme in nuclear energy development and the
fuel cycle is guided and co-ordinated "by the Committee for Technical and
Economic Studies on Nuclear Energy Development and the Fuel Cycle (FCC).
This Committee was set up in 1977 > replacing the former Study Group on
the Long Term Role of Nuclear Energy whose scope was more limited. Its
main scope of work is concerned with the assessment of the potential
future contribution of nuclear energy to overall energy demand; the
assessment of demand and supply for the different phases of the nuclear
fuel cycle; the review of the technical and economic characteristics of
nuclear energy growth and the nuclear fuel cycle; and the evaluation of
the technical and economic consequences of the various strategies for
the nuclear fuel cycle. Major parts of this programme which, .in the
Secretariat, is the. responsibility of the Nuclear Development Division,
are pursued in close co-operation with the IAEA. Thus, the FCC has
established and co-ordinates the work of a number of specialised NEA and
joint SEA/IAEA Working Parties dealing with various aspects of these
questions. NEA co-ordinates exchanges of information and research and
development work in particular areas and also promotes separately financed
joint efforts by Member countries.

157- During 1978, the programme on nuclear energy development and
the fuel cycle concentrated primarily on the following topics:

- assessment of uranium resources and demand,

- assessment of speculative uranium resources,

- co-ordination of research and development in uranium
exploration techniques,

- uranium extraction,

- nuclear fuel cycle requirements and supplies through the long
term.

Preliminary discussions were held as to ways NEA could effectively assist
Member countries in other aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle.

168. The reinforcement of the Agency's programme in the field of
studies on nuclear energy development and the fuel cycle during 1978 has
confirmed the interest of Governments in expanding their co-operation
on those aspects of technical nuclear development which are linked with
the short-term and long-term availability of nuclear power as a major
source of energy. In the process of implementation of this enlarged
programme, 1978 largely appears as a transition period during which the
results of the activities undertaken during 1976 and 1977 by the Agency
were .tested in various national and international environments, and future
work was being organised.
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Assessment of Uranium Resources and Demand

1S9. ' The MEA/IAEA Steering Group on Uranium Resources began pre-
parations for a new edition of "Uranium Resources, Production and Demand"
to be published in 1979 as the eighth in a series of uranium resources
assessments since 1965. The last Activity Report contained essential
results of the December 1977 edition of this report. The new report
will include a comprehensive treatment of uranium production forecasts
and analyses of the present and expected future constraints on the avail-
ability of uranium reserves and resources.

Assessment of Speculative Uranium Resources

170. The Joint HEA/IAEA Steering Group on Uranium Resources has
further continued its work on the International Uranium Resources
Evaluation Project (IUREP) throughout the year. The Project, which was
started in 1976, is based on recognition of the need for expanding the
world uranium resource base to meet long-range demands, and thus, aims
at assessing what further potential resources are likely to exist beyond
the known Reasonably Assured Resources and Estimated Additional
Resources, and in what regions exploration should be concentrated to
identify them.

The first part of the .Project was completed in June with the
production of "a comprehensive report which concluded Phase I of the study.
This document, was condensed into an abridged report, entitled "World
Uranium Potential: An International Evaluation", which was finalized for
publication by NBA in December 1978 and an edited version of the full
report, containing useful material to geologists and others working in
the field of uranium exploration, was also prepared for publication by
the IAEA.

172. The report is based on studies which were made throughout 1977
and in the early part of 1978 for 185 countries, covering their general
geography, their geology in relation to potentially favourable uranium-
bearing areas, past exploration, uranium occurrences and past production,
present status .of exploration and the potential for new discoveries.
Areas were identified which are believed to be favourable for the discovery
of uranium resources beyond those reported in the reports on "Uranium
Resources, Production and Demand". Estimates were made for the order of
magnitude of .this potential for additional uranium resources based on the
geological favourability for the existence of deposits. This potential
was defined, for the purpose of the report, as Speculative Resources.

173; Speculative Resources refer to uranium, in addition to Estimated
Additional Resources, that is thought, on the basis of indirect indications
and geological extrapolations, to exist in deposits discoverable with
existing exploration techniques. The location of deposits envisaged in
this category could generally be specified only as being somewhere within
a given region or geological trend. The total quantities of Speculative
Resources, which are thought to exist for each continent, are shown in
Table II.
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Table II

Continent

Africa

America, North

America, South and Central

Asia and Par East*

Australia and Oceania

Western Europe

TOTAL

Eastern Europe, USSR,
Peoples Republic of China

Number of
countries

51

3

41

41

18

22

176

9

Speculative Resources
(million tonnes U)

1.3 - 4-.0

2.1 - 3.6

0.7 - 1.9

0.2 - 1.0

2.0 - 3-0

0.3 - 1.3

6.6 - 14.8

3.3 - 7.3**

* Excluding Peoples Republic of China and the eastern part of USSR.

** The potential shown here, is 'Estimated Total Potential1 and includes
an element for 'Reasonably Assured Resources' and 'Estimated
Additional Resources' although those data were not available to the
Steering Group.

174. Twenty-eight of the African countries investigated have good
potential for additional uranium resources. These resources are expected
to occur mainly in deposits of the quartz-pebble conglomerate type in
South Africa and deposits of the Proterozoic unconformity-related type in
Botswana and possibly in Angola, Cameroon, Congo, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana
and Zaire. Yery large low-grade uranium deposits similar to those dis-
covered at Rossing (Namibia) may occur elsewhere in that part of Africa.
Uranium can be expected to occur in sandstones of several ages and in
vein deposits throughout the continent.

175- Asia and the Far East, excluding Asian USSR, covers an area of
about 27,600,000 tan2. The known resources of this continent are small
when compared to its size. The relatively low Speculative Resources
shown for this, area result from the fact that relatively few environments
are favourable for the larger types of deposits (quartz-pebble conglomerate
deposits, unconformity-related deposits) and are restricted to China and
India. Deposits in sandstones which could contain a significant portion
of the Speculative Resources may occur in Iran, Pakistan, Thailand and
Turkey. Yein deposits could occur in Indonesia, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia
and Turkey.

176. The great majority of the Speculative Resources of Australia
and Oceania will be located in Australia, in particular in the Lower
Proterozoic rocks of the Pine Creek Geosyncline in the Northern Territory.
This area is already, known to contain several of the world's largest

ll
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deposits. The country has environments favourable for all types of
deposits. There is the possibility of finding uranium in sandstones in
Papua Hew Guinea and in New Zealand and in vein deposits in New Caledonia
and the Solomon Islands.

177. Uranium in vein deposits and as disseminations in igneous and
metamorphic rocks contributes a large percentage to the Speculative
Resources of Europe. Additional deposits could be found mainly in Spain,
Denmark (Greenland) and France and also in Austria, Federal Republic of
Germany, Finland, Italy, Norway, Portugal, United Kingdom and Yugoslavia.
Large quantities of uranium are technically extractable from shales in
Sweden but as development may be impeded by restrictions of an environ-
mental character Speculative Resources of this type, though they could be
very high, are not included in the estimates.

178. Most of the known resources in South America are in sandstones
and it is possible that a large number of additional deposits of this
type could be found particularly in Argentina and Brazil. Large
deposits of uranium, in quartz-pebble conglomerates and uzLConformity-
related deposits, could be found in the vast shield areas especially in
Brazil but also in "Venezuela, Colombia, Guyana and Surinam. Uranium
could also be found in veins and impregnations in particular in Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia and Peru.

179- The continent of North America has the largest known resources
and environments favourable for all types of deposits. The uranium in
Canada occurs mainly in quartz-pebble conglomerates and in unconformity-
felated deposits and it is deposits of the latter type that could contain
a major portion of the country's future resources. Similarly the
majority of the known resources in the United States of America are in
sandstone deposits and the majority of the Speculative Resources could
occur in deposits of this type. Large areas of Mexico are covered by
volcanic rocks of acidic composition which could act as hosts for vein or
disseminated mineralization or as sources for uranium deposits in
sandstones.

180. Seven of the countries in Eastern Europe and USSR have good
potential for additional uranium deposits. The majority of the known
and future resources in Eastern Europe are related to Hercynian granites
within the Bohemian Massif as in Czechoslovakia, German Democratic
Republic and Poland. Other deposits could be found in the Ehodope Massif
in Bulgaria, the Mecsek. Hills in Hungary and in the West Carpathians of
Czechoslovakia and Poland. The USSR is the largest country in the world,
being more than twice the size of Canada and nearly three times the size
of Australia, and contains every possible geological environment for the
location of uranium deposits.

181. As the term Speculative Resources implies, the existence and
size of such resources are highly speculative and their realisation may
be impeded by serious constraints. In addition to political constraints
such as the restriction of access to the favourable areas for the purpose
of exploration, there are technical uncertainties such as inadequacies
in uranium exploration techniques, the rate of discovery once exploration
has commenced, the effective cost of recovery, conflicts in land use where
discoveries are made, difficulties of capital, formation and allocation.,
and the availability of trained manpower. The rate of discovery is also
primarily dependent upon the incentive to explore. This, in turn, will
be strongly influenced by the forecasts of market prices for uranium and
by the efforts of some countries to establish uranium reserves within
their own borders.

%•••
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182. Because of these constraints, and in -view of the long lead times
for exploration, mine development and production, it is likely that a
major part of these Speculative Hesources may not have "been dis-
covered and brought into production "by the end of the first quarter of
the 21st century. Thus, the tonnages of Speculative Resources
presented in Table II should be viewed as a qualitative measure of the
present state of geological knowledge, with all the inherent uncertainties,
and as a guide for establishing priorities for future evaluation efforts.

183. Indications of support have been received from several Member
countries for more detailed resource assessments in a selected number of
countries identified as having a good potential for additional uranium
resources. Steps have now been taken to establish a limited group among
interested countries, in collaboration with IAEA, to initiate a further
phase of the Project, called the IUREP "Orientation Phase". This work
is to take the form of visits by experts in uranium exploration to the
countries concerned, to undertake, in close co-operation with the
authorities of these countries, the compilation of the data required to
provide a more reliable estimate as to the degree of favourability for
the discovery -of additional uranium resources and a better delineation of
areas of high uranium potential. The visits would be funded by con-
tributions from members of the limited group, and would be undertaken on
the invitation of the countries concerned. The missions would also collect
information for the planning of any further work that may need to be
undertaken.

184. As a first step, a representative selection of those countries
identified as having good potential were invited to an information meeting
on IUREP held in November. At this meeting, the representatives of these
countries were made aware of the various aspects of the project, in par-
ticular the planned Orientation Phase. The first missions to- the
countries are to take place in 1979 and this phase of the project is
expected to be completed by 1981.

Co-ordination of Research and Development in Uranium Exploration Techniques

1B5. Recognition of the need to identify further uranium deposits
led in 1976 to the setting up jointly with the IAEA of a Joint Group of
Experts on R & D in Uranium Exploration Techniques aiming to select,
through a series of workshops, a number of uranium prospecting techniques
which would lend themselves to collaborative R & D. Such workshops
enable experts to exchange information on the state of present research,
to discuss intended future research, to identify areas in which inter-
national co-operation in R & D could be expected to lead to the early
discovery of new uranium deposits and to formulate appropriate proposals.
So far, seven, such workshops have been held and project proposals on six
subjects have been formulated for international co-operation and possibly
jointly funded R & D.

136. The general approach to implementation has been to establish
how far national programmes correspond to the requirements of the various
proposals and to encourage some adaptation of these programmes as a
national contribution to the international collaborative effort. Thus,
the essential role of BEA and IAEA in these activities is to ensure that
the direction taken by national programmes precludes unnecessary overlap
in activities, and to encourage the quick exchange of information.

187. Within the six areas which were selected for co-operat-.ve R & D,
the following proposals were considered:
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- a project on uranium exploration case histories, involving the
compilation of data on presently available exploration
techniques and comparison of their effectiveness in finding
uranium deposits;

- a project on uranium favourability by mineral analyses, where
the uranium content of certain minerals collected from granites
and stream sediments would be determined to investigate if
differences in composition are indicators of the uranium
potential in the region studied;

- a project to increase the effectiveness of measurements at the
surface of the gases resulting from the decay of uranium in a
buried orebody, as a means of discovering uranium deposits;

- a project to increase the confidence with which small natural
gamma radiation anomalies can be detected by improving existing
instruments and methods of data interpretation ;

- a project on borehole logging involving the standardization of
all aspects of borehole logging procedures and the development
of techniques for the better determination of uranium in
boreholes;

- a project to study uranium associated with certain types of
granites, which are a major contributor to the world's uranium
resources, leading to E more rapid recognition of these granites.

188. In addition, a workshop on uranium provinces was held in
Brussels in July 1978, where specific R & D proposals in this area were
formulated. Arrangements have also been made for a further workshop,
on biogeochemistry, and two more are envisaged dealing with general
geophysical techniques.

189. Financial or in-kind support for one or more of these proposed
projects has been confirmed by Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany,
India, Italy, South Africa, Spain, Sweden and the United States and it
is expected that sufficient support will be forthcoming to enable all
the proposals to be implemented.

190. At a special meeting held in November to consider implementation
procedures, it was-decided that, for certain projects, participating
countries should nominate Project Leaders to attend co-ordinating meetings
at which the lead country would be designated and the detailed programme
of work drawn up. Three such co-ordinating meetings were held in
December: on Uranium in Granites, at Denver, United States; on Uranium
lavourability by Mineral Analyses, at Grand Junction, United States; and
on Borehole Logging, in Ottawa, Canada. Tentative plans have been made
for a co-ordinating meeting on Gases in Uranium Exploration to take place
in Paris in October 1979- Meanwhile, arrangements were made concerning
other projects thought to be suitable for implementation under the IAEA
research contracts programme.

Uranium Extraction

191. A large portion of the uranium resources upon which nuclear
power programmes will depend in the future consists of deposits of a
lower grade than those currently being mined or in deposits with unusual
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mineral assemblages. In "both cases, the level of uranium recovery from
the ore is likely to be lower than that from "conventional" deposits.
Moreover, there are difficulties in predicting the amount of uranium that
can "be recovered, even when the amount of uranium in the ore is known.

192. In the light of this, the need was identified for an inter-
national group of uranium ore processing experts to he "brought together
to investigate ways to expedite research and development on techniques
for processing conventional, unconventional and low grade uranium ores.
A Joint HEA/IAEA Working Group on Uranium Extraction was therefore set up
"by the EEA Fuel Cycle Committee in 1978 to seek ways of improving uranium
ore processing through international co-operation. A primary objective
of the Group is to formulate areas for collaborative research, particularly
relating to the extraction of uranium from low grade sources. As a
preliminary step, the participants have arranged to report regularly oti
the research projects under way in their respective countries.

193. As intended, the bringing together of experts from the partici-
pating countries has led to a fruitful exchange of information on the
technology and economics of uranium extraction. The Group has undertaken
to set up a file on the uranium mills in the world with complete
descriptions of the ore characteristics and the relevant processes used.
The file is to be continuously updated. The information from the
file and investigation of the various research projects will form the
bases for a publication on operating practice to be revised every two
years. The techniques in use will be described in the context of the type
of deposit being mined. New developments will be described in detail and
current research projects will be covered.

Close co-ordination has been established from the beginning
between the activities of the Working Group on Uranium Extraction and
those of the HEA/IAEA Steering Group on Uranium Resources and the HEA/IAEA
Group of Experts on R & D in Uranium Exploration Techniques. The former
group will establish criteria for evaluating the comparative economic ,
potential of various host sources,'so as to make estimates of uranium
reserves and resources more precise, particularly for publications such
as "Uranium Resources, Production and Demand". The Group has begun by - y\
drawing on the methods and models used nationally to estimate costs of , f ;

production and an improved siodel is planned as a future task. Jr

195- Throughout its work, the Extraction Group has remained mindful |.
of the environmental and safety considerations to be applied in their f>
technical and economic analyses. To ensure that the Group is aware of |!
developments concerning radiation hazards in these fields, it is kept — <£
informed on the work carried out under the auspices of the Committee on f.̂
Radiation Protection and Public Health. P

Nuclear Fuel Cycle Requirements and Supplies through the Long-Term . s

196. Compared with 1976 and 1977, a somewhat smaller fraction of !
the effort during 1978 was devoted to fuel cycle requirements and supplies.
The report by an expert group of the Agency described in the Sixth Activity ;
Report, entitled "Nuclear Fuel Cycle Requirements and Supply Considerations, i
through the Long-Term", was published at the beginning of the year. The f
report was very well received and widely discussed internationally, nota- ^
bly in the meetings of the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation .|
(see sections 199-201). These discussions identified areas where improve- .1
ments could be made in subsequent editions of the report.
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197- As the range of topics covered in this publication exceeded the
scope of the existing terms of reference of the Working Party on Uranium
Demand which had produced the report, the FCC decided to transform and
extend the Working Party into a new Working Party on Unclear Fuel Cycle
Requirements and to "broaden its objectives and mandate. The Working
Party, whose secretariat is assumed jointly by NEA and IAEA, met for the
first time in December to discuss its future programme which now includes
appropriate studies regarding nuclear power growth on a regional as well
as a glo"bal "basis, and demand and supply of raw materials and nuclear fuel
cycle services.

INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE EVALUATION (BTFCE)

198. During 1978, the Agency made a substantial contribution to the
International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE), launched in 1977 at
the initiative of the United States, and in which more than 50 countries
and 4- international "bodies are involved. As a major part of the NEA
programme is relevant to the INFCE fields of study particular efforts
were made to ensure that the results of SEA work were made available as a
contribution to this Evaluation. In addition, careful consideration was
given to requests for assistance and advice made by the Co-Chairmen of
the various INFCE Working Groups, having regard to available resources
and the needs of the FEA programme. In several areas, the current
programmes of the Agency were adapted to supplement results of INFCE
studies. Thus, NEA was involved to a greater or lesser extent in nearly
all of the INFCE Working Groups.

199- A particularly large contribution was made in support of Working
Group 1 (on Fuel and Heavy Water Availability), which especially requested
the assistance of NEA with regard to the data associated with Uranium
Resources, Production and Demand, with Nuclear Fuel Cycle Requirements and
Supply Considerations, through the Long-Term, and with the report on the
International Uranium Resources Evaluation Project (IOREP). One of the
most difficult tasks of Working Group 1, which is being pursued jointly ' l-r.
with Working Group 2 (on Enrichment Availability), is the determination of «;

. a present-day projection of nuclear power growth. NEA has contributed fi;
in this task by assisting in drawing up a questionnaire, collating |'
responses, and suggesting data in instances where no responses have been %
received. The Agency has also helped IAEA in calculating fuel cycle -- ft:
requirements based on the adopted growth data. In a first phase, NEA . it
has made comparative calculations, using fuel cycle models at its disposal, ;|l
to attempt to duplicate test calculations which have been run on a fuel &
cycle model developed by the IAEA. ' p~

200. Assistance was also provided to Working Groups 2 and 4- f
(Reprocessing, Plutonium Handling, Recycle) in establishing questionnaires ; f
and through material used in preparing relevant NEA publications. NEA . |,
has been represented at meetings of Working Group 3 ^Assurances of Long- . f:
Term Supply and Technology, Fuel and Heavy Water and Services in the . '••
Interest of National Needs Consistent with Non-Proliferation). : '

201. Although the degree of NEA participation in Working Groups 5 , ;

through 8 has been somewhat less than in Groups 1, 2 and 4, some significant
contributions have nevertheless been made. Working Group 5 (Fast \ -
Breeders) has requested and been provided with copies of the "Fuel Cycle I
Requirements" report, particularly in relation to its comprehensive treat- : \
ment of FBR strategies. The Co-ordinating Group on Gas-Cooled Fast ; v i
Reactor Development prepared two reports for Group 5 on GCFR programmes in
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Western Europe.and in the TT.S.A. The proceedings of the Symposium, on
Storage of Spent Fuer Elements,; organised "by HEA in Madrid in June 1978
in collaboration with the Junta de Energia Nuclear, have teen presented,
to Working Group 6 (Spent Ifuel Management) as a contribution to its work
(see section 70. ). : To Working Group 7 (Waste Management and Disposal),
a paper was presented on the legal and institutional aspects of waste
management (see section . 51.)« Working Group 8 (Advanced Fuel Cycle and
Reactor Concepts) has prepared a consultants' report on advanced reactor
strategies, much, of which has "been based on the power growth and strategies
in the "Fuel Cycle Requirements" report.
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GAS-COOIED FAST REACTORS

I 202. Gas-cooling for fast reactors has been considered for many
years ; the main promises offered by the GCFR are considered to be :

- a good breeding capability due to a harder neutron spectrum
than in the EMFBR,

- the possibility of using the already developed gas-cooled
reactor (Magnox, AGR and HER) design, construction and oper-
ating experience, and the EMFBR fuel fabrication and irradia-

; tion experience,

- the use of a single phase coolant.

!-; 203. ¥hile the concept has been studied for many years, it is still
;,, at the development stage. There is no practical experience with such
£"• reactors. It is,however, important to evaluate the capacity of the GCFR
'.'\ as a back-up solution to EMFBR development. Furthermore, its potential
";' for delivery of high temperature process heat is of long-term interest.
P}' Since 1971 * the Co-ordinating Group on Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor Develop-
: ment has endeavoured to establish a co-ordinated programme for work to
> be undertaken, at their own expense, on GCFR development by national \
; • research centres and by industrial undertakings in the participating j>-
t I countries. At present, ten countries and two international bodies are j •
• • represented in the Co-ordinating Group [11]. I -

y 204. During 1978, the Co-ordinating Group continued its programme
!"'. on the consolidation of the reference design features of a gas-cooled

fast reactor. Major areas of emphasis have included : pressure equalized
vented fuel pin concept ; surface roughened pins ; fuel behaviour under
transient conditions ; and neutronics work.

205. The Co-ordinating Group sponsored a Specialist Meeting on GCFR ;
Fuel and Materials in Mol in April 1978. In order to help consideration
of an international GCFR demonstration project, preparations were made
for a comprehensive report on GCFR Development Status and Introduction
to be prepared in 1979.

206. In view of the successful experiments in progress, especially
the BR-2 irradiation experiment, which is to continue until 1980, the ;
Co-ordinating Group proposed the extension of its mandate for a further
period of two years. This was approved by the Steering Committee for .j
Suclear Energy at its session in October 1978. j

f

[11] Austria, Belgium, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan,
the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, the
United States, the Commission of the European Communities and the
European Association for the Gas-Cooled Breeder Reactor (GBRA).
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Eurochemic

207. In December 1977, th.e Board of Directors of Eurochemic [12] had
approved the draft of a Convention "between the Government of Belgium and
the Eurochemic Company on Takeover of the Installations and Execution of
the Legal Obligations of the Company. The Convention, which was signed on
24th July 1978 "by representatives of the Government of Belgium and of the
Eurochemic Company, makes provision for adoption by the Special Group on
the Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy [13] of a recommendation to the
participating Governments regarding the financial commitments they should
make to enable the Company to ensure proper execution of the Convention.
It came into force on 30th October when the Belgian Government notified
Eurochemic that the other participating Governments had sufficiently con-
firmed their acceptance of the financial commitments required for its
satisfactory implementation. With this Convention, the important question
of leaving the site in a safe condition in accordance with Belgian regu-
lations on protection of the population and workers against the hazards
of ionizing radiation is now settled.

208. To enable Eurochemic to carry out its work under the Convention,
the General Assembly of Eurochemic decided in June to extend the Company's
duration until July 1982 and asked that the matter of financing be refer-
red to the Special Group. The Special Group approved the Convention,
endorsed the decision of the General Assembly, and adopted the recommen-
dation relating to the financial obligations of participating Governments.

209. Under the Convention, the installations and the site will be
transferred in successive stages to Belgium or to a company to be set up
and owned jointly by the Belgian Government and industry. In return for
this transfer of ownership and a lump sum payment, Eurochemic will be
discharged from its obligations relating to the dismantling of the in-
stallations concerned. The Company will also be relieved of any obliga-
tions relating to surveillance of tL.e waste put into storage and to final
disposal of. this waste.

210. The time-schedule for the transfer is related to the work still
to be carried out by Eurochemic, as set out in the Convention. Eurochemic
will condition and put into storage, in facilities constructed for this
purpose, the low- and medium-level waste resulting from operation of the
reprocessing plant and its research facilities. The lengthier operations
required for conditioning the high-level waste will be undertaken by
Belgium on behalf of Eurochemic.

[12] The European Company for the Chemical Processing of Irradiated Fuels
was set up as an OECD joint undertaking in 1957 for an initial
fifteen-year period at Mol in Belgium by thirteen Member countries :
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Prance, Federal Eepublic of Germany,
Italy, The Netherlands (which withdrew in 1975), Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey. The Company ceased reproces-
sing operations in 1974- but was extended for five years until
July 1979 so as to carry out a technical basic programme to meet its
obligations.

[13] The Special Group set up by the Convention on the Constitution of
Eurochemic is made up of representatives of the participating
Governments and as such is the body competent for such matters.
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211. Eurochemic should have fulfilled its operational obligations
by 1982, when the Company will go into liquidation to settle its financial
and contractual obligations under the Convention. Completion of liquida-
tion will take place only when these obligations have been fulfilled.

Halden Reactor Project

212. 1978 was the final year of a three-year term of the Agreement
governing the OECD Halden Reactor Project [14-]. The co-operative programme
of research at Halden is particularly relevant to the safety of modern
nuclear power plants. For this reason, technical liaison with the Project
was maintained by the Nuclear Safety Division. In addition to being present
in an advisory capacity at the regular meetings of the Programme Group
and Board of Management of the Project, the Secretariat played an active
part in the negotiations for a further extension of the Project for the
three years 1979-1981.

213. The Project continued its research programme in the two main
areas of process control and supervision and fuel reliability and safety
experiments.

214-. The efforts in the first area are directed towards exploiting
the capabilities of modern process computer technology to improve the
efficiency of operation and safety of nuclear power plants. The Project
has investigated the merits of a variety of computer applications in
control and instrumentation systems. Judged from these development activ-
ities and from the experience gained from the use of process computers
in operating plants, it appears that the usage of process computers is
particularly well suited in the areas where the Project is concentrating
its development efforts.

215. The Project's fuels programme aims to provide high quality data,
based on in-reactor measurements, to meet the requirements for improved
performance of light water reactor fuel. Specifically, it aims at charac-
terizing the basic phenomena behind pellet-cladding interaction in order
to establish design and operational guidelines for defect free operation,
and to define fuel performance characteristics experimentally during

[14] The Halden Project dates from July 1958, when the Boiling Heavy
Water Reactor at Halden, south of Oslo, built and owned by the
Norwegian Institutt for Atomenergi, became the subject of a Joint
Undertaking under an Agreement signed by Austria, Denmark, Euratom
(representing the six countries then comprising the European Economic
Community), Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. The
Project has since continued under a series of further Agreements,
the latest of which covers the three-year period 1976-1978. Signa-
tories, to this Agreement are - besides the Norwegian Institutt for
Atomenergi - the Austrian Studiengesellschaft ftlr Atomenergi GmbH
(as from 1st January 1977)> the Danish Atomic Energy Commission,
the Finnish Ministry of Trade and Industry, the Italian Comitato
Nazionale per l'Energia Nucleare, the Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute, Kernforschungsanlage Jlilich GmbH (representing a German
group of companies working in agreement with the. German Federal
Ministry of Research and Technology), Reactor Centrum Nederland,
AB Atomenergi of Sweden, and the Electric Power Research Institute
of USA. Other United States organisations - the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, USNRC (f ormerly USAEC), Combustion Engineering Inc.
and General Electric Co. - are participating as associated parties.
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postulated accident conditions. This work is important in support of
safety evaluations.

216. A more detailed description of the activities in the Halden
Project during 1978 is given in Annex A.

Dragon. Reactor Project

217. When the Dragon. Project was terminated on 31st March 1976, HEA
accepted responsibility for assuring the orderly conclusion of the
Project's affairs, and in particular, for protection of the interests of
all Signatories. In practice, the winding up of the Project's affairs
consisted principally of disposing of the Project's assets in such a way
as to achieve the most "benefit for the Signatories. This action was com-
pleted early in 1978, the final accounts of the Project were made available
in April and audited "by the U.K. Comptroller and Auditor General in July.
Ihe credit balance of some £ 100,000 was distributed to the Signatories
in proportion to their contributions from the beginning of the Joint
Programme.

218. Meanwhile the Chief Executive of the Project, in collaboration
with former senior members of his staff, has teen preparing a comprehensive
summary of the technical achievements of the Project. This was published
by the UKAEA.as the final Dragon Project Technical Report (DPR/1000) in
November.

219. Meanwhile, the Project Historian has continued work on his
history of the Dragon Project and has distributed a substantial part of
his text to Signatories for comment. Drafting of the remaining chapters
is expected to be completed in 1979 and the final version of the complete
work., taking into account the comments received, will then be examined
by an Assessment Panel to judge its quality and suitability for publica-
tion.

International good Irradiation Project

-iff

220. At a time when millions of people throughout the world are living
in the shadow of starvation, any new process which can improve the supply
of wholesomeness food deserves very careful consideration. It has been
known for many years that irradiation, either alone or in combination with
conventional treatments, provides an efficient means of reducing post-
harvest losses and has possibilities which cannot be achieved by other
processes. In particular, it can replace the use of chemical treatments,
which are a matter of increasing concern to health authorities because
many have been shown to be harmful.

221. During the early stages of commercialization of this technology,
the health authorities are deliberately conservative, and more than usual
care is being required in demonstrating that the process is safe. The
evidence for this is mainly in the form of data from lengthy animal
feeding trials, but more recently has come to include data from sophis-
ticated laboratory testing procedures. Collective action and care to avoid
wasteful duplication of effort between national programmes reduces the
cost to individual countries and this consideration together with the
potentially world-wide impact on food supplies which the general accept-
ance of irradiation as a preservation process would have, makes the sub-
ject ideally suited for international cooperation.
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.. The International Project in the Field of Food Irradiation was
set up in 1970 "by HEA in collaboration with the International Atomic
Energy Agency and. the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United :
Hations and with the support of the World Health Organization. It was
given the task of providing objective scientific evidence on which health
authorities would be enabled to make an informed judgement of the safety
of irradiated foods for human consumption. The Project Agreement came
into effect on 1st January 1971 for an initial period of five years and
was extended in December 1975 for a further three years until the end of
1978. A second Extension Agreement was signed by participating countries
in December 1978 which prolongs the life of the Project until -„;-.-
December 1981. '' '"" .-..-L.._....'i _..,..- -:..„.-•,, A .-_ n : : .

The lactiyities^of the Project have resulted in a substantial-,
accumulation of evidence on the safety of the process of irradiation for
preserving food and on the wholesomeness of the food products so treated.
The success of these efforts became evident when the Joint FAO/IAEA/WHO
Expert Committee in 1976 recommended unconditional acceptance of five
irradiated food commodities (wheat, potatoes, chicken, papaya and straw-
berries) and provisional acceptance of a further three Xonions, cod and
redfish and rice). Further confirmation came through developments in the
Codex Alimentarius programme, which governs international trade in food
commodities. The very rapid progress of the draft General Standard for
Irradiated Foods and of the draft Code of Practice for the Operation of
Radiation Facilities in its passage through the various steps of the
Codex Alimentarius procedure has brought the possibilities for inter-
national trade in irradiated foods within sight.

224-. During 1978, wholesomeness testing studies on a number of
irradiated foodstuffs were carried out mainly under contract with labo-
ratories in countries participating in the Project. As part of the
Project's methodology studies, a coordinated programme on the radiation
chemistry of food and food components has been established and the cell
culture methods, developed at the Host Centre during the past two years,
have been-used to test irradiated dates, fish and chicken. Although some
technical problems are still being met, the work is progressing well.; Some
experiments on irradiated mangoes and fish, in which no adverse genetic
effects on treated cells could be demonstrated, have now been completed.

225. A more detailed description of the Project's programme during
the year under review as well as the list of the national Authorities of
the twenty four countries participating in the Project in 1978, are given
in Annex B.
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SCIENTIFIC SUPPORT FOR MTflT.F.A'R TECHNOLOGY

226. As a basis contribution to nuclear technology development,
the Agency has developed since its early years a number of scientific
supporting services. They consist either of the co-ordination of the
relevant scientific orientations of national nuclear programmes, notably
in reactor physics and data work, or in the provision of direct suppor-
ting services to R & D activities.

227. The Nuclear Science Division supports two scientific committees,
whose activities are concentrated on the level of research policy
co-ordination: the NEA Cqmm-i-M^P on Reactor Physics (NEACRP) and the
NEA Nuclear Data Committee (MEATO)). it also has interests in general
issues affecting the dissemination of scientific information on nuclear
energy, including nuclear data and computer programs. Heanwhile, the
Computer Program Library (CPL) at Ispra, Italy, and the Neutron Data
Compilation Centre (CCDN) at Saclay, France, were amended, as from
1st January 1978» by the HEA Data Bank [15J established at Saclay.

228. Two important elements of the new pattern of computer use in
the Data Bank are high-capacity data links to the very powerful 1MB and
CDC computers on the site of the Centre d"Etudes Nucleaires at Saclay,
and the availability of specialised Data Base Management software on the
Data Bank's own satellite computer. These facilities will provide a
valuable additional potential for the work of the other divisions of NEA
as needs for data collection or computer modelling become more clearly
defined.

ev.

NEA SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEES

229. The NEANDC and the NEACRP provide for a strong co-ordination
of research conducted in Member countries, as well as for information
exchange, and development of consensus opinions. The members, many of
them of long standing, are in general directly responsible for national
research, programmes aimed at providing the necessary scientific basis
for improvements in power reactor engineering and covering topics of
direct interest to most of their Member countries. Their working methods
are very similar: long and intensive meetings of the full Committee, in
which some two-thirds of the efforts are devoted to detailed technical

[15] The Member countries originally participating in the Data Bank
were: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, the Federal
Republic of Germany, Greece, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and United Kingdom.
Italy has joined as from 1st January 1979-
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discussions of research in progress, are interspersed with specialist
meetings or workshops on selected priority problems, where detailed
discussion could help to advance a solution. Criteria for the choice of
topics are applied strictly, and each Committee normally organizes only
one or two such meetings each year.

230. The Committees are in close liaison with similar groups in
IAEA, and a certain complementarity has evolved. Thus, the meetings of
NEANDC and of the International Nuclear Data Committee (3NDC) of IAEA
are held alternatively at approximately nine-month intervals. While
these two Committees maintain continuity of discussion and common data
files in some technical topics, there is in practice a clear difference
in their approaches. NEANDC's priorities are directly determined by the
need to define urgent data requirements for nuclear technology, and to
encourage measurement and evaluation of these data. The wider membership
of IAEA is strongly reflected in the work of HJDC, and the need of that
Committee to take into account the scientific interests and training
needs of countries less deeply committed to nuclear technology.

251. An important technical activity within NEANDC is the review
of requests for nuclear data for applications and of work carried out to
satisfy these needs. A sub-committee was set up to keep under regular revi-. w
experimental and evaluation work relevant to the NEACRP/NEANDC high
priority request list of data for fast reactors. The original list
(France, the Federal Republic of Germany and United Kingdom) has been
augmented by requests from Japan and the United States. Satisfying these
requests constitutes a long-term programme to be co-ordinated through
NEANDC. Another priority task of NEANDC is the production of a series
of monographs on important topics in neutron physics. The first volume
of the series, on neutron-induced fission, has been largely completed
and should go to print early in 1979. Further volumes have been initiated
on neutron sources, neutron detectors and neutron capture reactions.

232. A major international conference on "Neutron Physics and
Nuclear Data for Reactors and Other Applied Purposes" was organized
jointly by HEA and the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKABA)
at Harwell in September 1978, under the scientific guidance of NEANDC.
This was intended as the first in a series of meetings in Europe or Japan,
to be organized on a three-year cycle. A number of invited papers
analysed the problem of nuclear data requirements for different applied
fields besides power reactors, reviewed the critical data needs for
energy applications, and left the general impression that non-energy
applications of nuclear techniques may greatly increase in relative
importance over the next five to ten years. An NEANDC Specialist Meeting
on Cross-sections of the Higher Americium and Plutonium Isotopes was held
at Brookhaven National Laboratory in the United States in November.

233. It was agreed in 1977 that NEACRP should take the leading role
in initiating activities in the field of fast reactor physics. Arrange-
ments have since been made, through IAEA, for non-OECD countries parti-
cularly active in the fast reactor field to be invited to NEACRP meetings
as observers. Two such observers (from the USSR) attended the November 1978
meeting of the Committee in Tokai-Mura, Japan.

234. # An ongoing NEACRP Fast Reactor Core Benchmark study has created
wide interest. Its main aim is to determine the influence of differences
in the various nuclear data sets on the reactor physics parameters
calculated for a 1250 MWe reference core, in particular those related
to safety. Comparison of calculations from eight countries at a specialist
meeting in Argonne National Laboratory (February 1978) supplied useful
information on the degree to which many reactor parameters can now be
successfully predicted.

m



THE HEA DATA BAKE

235. Following extensive alterations to the former CCDir building,
the transfer of CPL staff and archives was finally completed during
May 1978. The Data Bank's PDP 11/70 satellite computer was installed
during the summer. By the end of the year this was in regular use as a
remote job-entry station to the large computers of the Oompagnie Inter-
nationale de Services en Informatique (CISI) on the Saclay dite. Testing
and development work for neutron data handling in an integrated Data Base
on the 11/70 was continuing.

Computer Program Services

236. The computer program testing and customer service work of the
Data Bank has since early 1978 been carried out on one of several large
computers of the CISI installations in Saclay: IBM 360/91, CDC 7600,
IBM 370/168 and Cyber 173, accessed either through the Remote Job Entry
(RJE) facility of the PDP 11/70 or through one of two typewriter terminals
linked directly into the CISI computer network.

237. Work schedules for computer program testing were reasonably well
kept except for several minor areas. Access to the large computers on the
Saclay site has been shown to be a very large benefit. Delays due to the

L; move from Ispra were consistent with those projected, and the temporary
?-. backlog of programs to be copied from master tapes and dispatched to

customers was cleared by the last quarter of 1978. Efforts have begun on
< transferring of the customer service work from the IBM 360/91 to the
ll in-house PDP 11/70 where it can be carried out under the direct control
! of Data Bank staff.

J : 238. About nine hundred program packages were sent out during 1978,
II i and one hundred programs tested and master filed. These figures are
' ; slightly below those for 1977, but above the target figures which had

been set to allow for time lost in the transfer of CPL activities to
Saclay. Eighty-five programs were received for testing, of which one
third originated from HEA-Data Bank Member countries and two thirds in
USA. However, many of the non-US programs originated in the Technical
Research Centre of Finland (Otaniemi). The input of programs from HEA
Member countries other than the US and Finland was not as high as it

:; should have been.

; 239- Following the earlier studies on a Service on Experience in Code
Utilization (SECU;, relating to nuclear data processing codes and
shielding codes, a modest beginning to update the experience collected
with these programs was made during the year. Contacts taken in the

: United Kingdom and Germany are expected to yield adequate information
to allow a report on these codes to be issued iii 1979-

240. A workshop was held in December 1978 at the Data Bank
to discuss the experience of European and Japanese centres in implementing
the US program for analysing loss-of-coolant accidents, RELAP 4, MOD 6.
This program was made available to several such centres participating in
benchmark studies organised by the Committee on the Safety of Nuclear
Installations (CSNI).
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Neutron Nuclear Data

241. The number of x-equests from customers for experimental and
evaluated data rose to about 300 over the year. There was a comparable
increase in the number of experiments, the characteristics and results
of which the Data Bank enters into its computer files and exchanges with
other similar centres. These centres, grouped into the so-called "four-
centre network", comprise the National Neutron Cross Section Centre (NNSC)
at Brookhaven in the United States, the Nuclear Data Section (NDS) of the
IAEA in Yienna, the Centr po Jadernym Dannym (Nuclear Data Centre - CJD),
Obninsk, USSR, and the NEA Data Bank.

242. These tasks were previously carried out by the CCDN. In addition,
the neutron data staff of the Data Bank was heavily engaged in the program
conversion work necessary to adapt the files and handling programs for
neutron data to the new computing environment of the Data Bank. For these
reasons, it has been necessary to assign priorities in carrying out the
neutron physics part of the Data Bank programme, taking into account the
need to complete program conversion work before the lease on the IBM
370/125 computer inherited from the CCDN terminates late in 1979- These
priorities were set out as follows:

- Conversion of programs and data to create an integrated neutron
physics Data Base on the PDP 11/70 satellite computer.

- Fulfilment of major obligations to other neutron data centres:
compilation and despatch of experimental neutron data requested
by NNDC L16j for ENDI"/B work, work on the CINDA~[17J bibliography
in preparation for the archival publication.

- Customer service (requests, and update of the existing internal
computer files with new incoming data).

- Compilation of new data in preparation for NEANDC/NEACRP
specialist meetings.

- Compilation of other new experimental data, and absorption of
an existing backlog of older uncompiled experiments.

243. While it has been possible to keep up with the first four tasks,
compilation of new and older data has suffered some delay. Measures were
taken to increase the rate of data compilation and bring it up to date,
but it remains to be seen whether the present large increase in data
published by European laboratories persists in the longer term.

DATA BASE DEVELOEMEMT ON A SATELLITE COMPUTER

244. During the planning phase for the Data Bank, it was agreed that
the pattern of computer use likely to prove most economical was to execute

[16] National Nuclear Data Centre, Brookhaven, USA.

[17*J Computer Index to Neutron Data.
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gobs requiring intensive calculation on the large IBM and CDC computers
in the CISI Saclay computing centre, "but to store neutron data and the
master files containing previously tested computer programs within the
Data Bank on a "heavy mini" computer linked into the CISI network as a
Remote Job Entry station. In order to keep the development time for new
neutron data handling programs within the two years available for program
conversion, it was decided to install a commercial Data Base Management
System (DBMS) on the DEC PDP 11/70 satellite computer, and so to free
the Data Bank's programmers as far as possible from the many general
problems of handling and protecting large data files in a multi-user
interactive environment.

245. The Data Bank could draw on relatively little outside experience
of large scientific Data Bases on mini-computers. There has been consi-
derable discussion of the,Data Base Management approach to scientific
: data handling, and while its theoretical advantages are clear, it was r

important to verify the validity of this approach in a real working
environment. The PDP 11/70 was available for testing work from October
1978» and full-scale testing, combined with benchmark comparisons with
the IBM 370/125 computer, has confirmed the suitability of the PDP 11/70
hardware and software in its intended role as Remote Job Entry station
and Data Base carrier.

246. Possibilities for interactive working on the 11/70 and the
convenience in program development of the DBMS software were found
attractive by programmers at the Data Bank. It is hoped that their
experience, and the facility gained in this specialised field of program-
ming will much reduce the lead time and development costs of further
data bases constructed at the Data Bank, in particular for any new data
collections which may be set up in support of other activities within
the Agency.

SPECIALIST STUDY OS GENERALIZED DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND SCIENTIFIC
nSTE'ORMATIOlT

247. The report of this study was issued in February 1978 and has
been widely circulated in Member countries. It gives a general intro-
duction to Data Base Management Systems (DBMS) and their use, and
examines the general and specific problems of applying such software in
scientific data handling. The conclusions of the study define the
circumstances under which use of a data management package should be
considered, and bring out some important general considerations on the
choice of software, the computing speed and cost in use of DBMS, as well
as likely limitations in handling scientific data and on Data Base size.

i
i
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STEERING COMMITTEE FOR NUCEEAR ENERGY

248. The Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy held two sessions in
1978. The Committee re-elected Mr. B. Aler (Sweden) as Chairman and
Mr. O.J.C. Runnalls (Canada) as Yice-Chairman. Miss L.M.J. van de Winkel
(The Netherlands) was elected Vice-Chairman, replacing Mr. B. Goldschmidt
(France) who had retired.

249. On the occasion of its meeting in April 1978, the Committee held
a Special Session on Radioactive Waste Management during which an extensive
review was made of the conclusions and recommendations contained in the
experts' report published at the end of 1977 on this subject. At this
meeting, efforts were initiated to define the extent of an international
consensus on the situation relating to radioactive waste management, and
a comprehensive research and development programme relating to disposal
of radioactive waste into geologic formations was endorsed.

250. Other questions dealt with by the Committee included implemen-
tation of the Consultation and Surveillance Mechanism for Sea Dumping of
Radioactive Waste, and modernisation of the Paris and Brussels Conventions
on Nuclear Third Party liability.

MODERNISATION OF THE STATUTE

251. On 5th April 1978, the Council adopted a Decision, based on a
proposal by the Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy, to amend the
Statute of the Agency. The question of modernising the NEA Statute in the
context of an overall review of the Agency's programme and priorities was
first considered in 1973- However, in view of the uncertainties then
prevailing in the energy field, examination of this question was postponed
and was resumed only in 1977- This also provided the opportunity of
associating Member countries which had acceded to the Agency in the
meantime with the process of revision.

252. The main effect of this modernisation is to provide a more
up-to-date description of the various functions of the Agency, taking
into account the changed situation in the nuclear field as compared with
that prevailing in the 1950's. A number of provisions which had become
obsolete have been removed. It was also considered appropriate to reflect
the current views of Member countries concerning the need to prevent the
proliferation of nuclear explosive devices.

ft?

STAKE1

253. la 1978, the total staff establishment of the Agency amounted
to 85, of which 58 were in the Secretariat (including 28 professional staff)
and 27 in the Data Bank. 14 of the latter were at professional level.
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Figure 2
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254-. To meet the wish of the Steering Committee that more effort be
devoted to achieving visibility of the Agency's activities and for the
results of its work, some redeployment of staff was made to permit
reinforcement of the Central Secretariat.

255. The structure of the Secretariat in 1978, including the Data
Bank, is shown in Figure 2.

BUDGET

r

256. The appropriation authorised for the Agency as a whole in 1978
amounted to 23.8 million francs, of which 16 million francs represented
appropriations in respect of staff. The difference 'between these amounts
and the corresponding figures for 1977 (see Table III) arises mainly from
the necessary adjustments in the cost of living and the transitional sad
non-recurring expenditure involved in the installation of the Data Bank
and the change in its computer configuration.

Table III
X'--'

/

Secretariat

DATA BAHK

CEL

COURT

Total

1978

Total
Appropriations

14.9

8.9

-

-

23.8

Appropriations
for staff

10.8

5.1

-

-

15.9

1977

Total
Appropriations

13.0

-

3-2

4 . 6

20.8

Appropriations
for staff

9.4

-

1.6

2.7

13.7

#•

MEETINGS, COKIEEENCES AND SYMPOSIA

257* A large number of workshops and specialist meetings were
organised during 1978 as a support to specialised work in priority areas
such as nuclear Eafety, radiation protection, uranium prospection, etc.
These included:

- A Workshop on Borehole Logging - Grand Junction, Colorado,
United States (organised jointly with the IAEA) -
14-15 February 1978.
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- A Workshop on the Comparison of Calculations on CSNI Standard
Problems Nos 5 & 6 on Loss-of-Coolant Accidents - Garching,
Federal Republic of Germany - 11-14 April 1978.

- A Workshop on Rock Geochemistry - Nancy, France (organised
jointly with the IAEA) - 17-19 April 1978.

- A Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor Specialist Meeting on Fuel and
Materials - Mol, Belgium - 18-19 April 1978.

- A Workshop on Problems Associated with Radiation Protection
Principles for Naturally Occurring Radionuclides - Arlington,
Virginia, United States - 8-12 May 1978.

- A Specialist Meeting on Elastoplastic Fracture Mechanics -
Daresbury, United Kingdom - 22-24 May 1978.

- A Specialist Meeting on Transient Two-Phase Flow - Paris -
12-14 June 1978.

- A Specialist Meeting on the Safety Problems Associated with
the Handling and Storage of UFK - Boekelo, The Netherlands -
27-29 June 1978. b

- A Specialist Meeting on Personal Dosimetry and Area Monitoring
Suitable for Radon and Daughter Products - Paris and
l a Crouzille, France - 20-23 November 1978.

258. Similarly, the following conferences and symposia were organised
by NEA in 1978:

- A high level Symposium on International Co-operation in the
Buclear Field - Perspectives and Prospects (organised to mark
the Twentieth Anniversary of the Agency) - Paris, France -
1-2 February 1978.

- A Seminar on the Storage of Spent Fuel Elements (organised
in collaboration with the Junta de Energia Nuclear) - Madrid,
Spain - 20-22 June 1978.

- A Seminar on Management, Stabilisation and Environmental Impact
of Uranium Mill Tailings - Albuquerque, New Mexico, United
States - 24-28 July 1978.

- A Seminar on la Situ Heating Experiments on Geological Forma-
tions (organised in co-operation with the Swedish Nuclear Fuel
Supply Company (SKBF)) - Stripa, Sweden - 12-15 September 1978.

- An International Conference on Neutron Physics and Nuclear Data
for Reactors and Other Applied Purposes (organised jointly by
NEA and the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, with the
co-operation of the International Atomic Energy Agency and the
support of the Commission of the European Communities; -
Harwell, United Kingdom - 25-29 September 1978.

- An International Symposium on the Behaviour of Tritium in the
Environment (organised jointly with the IAEA) - San Francisco,
California, United States - 16-20 October 1978.

- An International Symposium on the Decommissioning of Nuclear
Facilities (organised jointly with the IAEA) - Vienna, Austria -
13-17 November 1978.
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PUBLICATIONS

259« Reports and proceedings published "by NEA during the year
included:

- A Report on "Uranium: Resources, Production and Demand",
dated December 1977.

- A Report by an NEA Expert Group on "Nuclear Fuel Cycle Require-
ments and Supply Considerations, Through the Long-Term".

- A set of Recommendations for Ionization Chamber Smoke Detectors
in Implementation of Radiation Protection Standards, as adopted
by the Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy.

- A Study on Licensing Systems and Inspection of Nuclear Installa-
tions in NEA Member Countries: Vol. 1: Description of Licensing
Systems; Vol. 2: Flowcharts of Licensing Procedures.

- A Report of a Specialist Study on Generalized Data Management
Systems and Scientific Information.

- She Proceedings of the Symposium on the Safety of Nuclear Ships -
Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany - 5-9 December 1977*

- The Proceedings of the HEA/XAEA Technical Seminar on the
Treatment, Conditioning and Storage of Solid Alpha-Bearing
Waste and Cladding Hulls - Paris - 3-7 December 1977-

- The Proceedings of an NEA Specialist Meeting on Iodine-129 -
Paris - 13-16 June 1977.

- The Proceedings of the NEA Seminar on the Storage of Spent Fuel
Elements - Madrid, Spain - 20-23 June 1978.

- The Proceedings of the NEA Seminar on Management, Stabilization
and Environmental Impact of Uranium Mill Tailings - Albuquerque,
United States - 24-28 July 1978.

- Four volumes of the 1978 Nuclear Safety Research Index
/Volume I and II: Water Reactors; Volume III: Fast Reactors;
Volume IV: Computer Codesi/̂ .

- Nos. 21 and 22 of the Nuclear Law Bulletin, and an Index of the
Nuclear Law Bulletin covering the first twenty issues.

- The Proceedings of the High Level Symposium on International
Co-operation in the Nuclear Field, marking the Twentieth
Anniversary of the Agency.

- The text of the modernised Statute of the OECD Nuclear Energy
Agency.

- An information leaflet on the Agency: "NEA At A Glance".
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A. HALDEN REACTOR PROJECT

The activities of the Halden Reactor Project continued in 1978
in two main areas of research and development : Process Supervision and
Control, and Fuel Performance and Safety.

The Process Supervision and Control programme is concentrated
on core surveillance and control, information retrieval and on-line plant
analysis, and computer structures for plant control and operator-process
communication.

The Fuel Performance and Safety programme comprises investiga-
tion of fuel rod "behaviour during steady state, load following, local
power shocks and accident type operational conditions through part or
complete loss of coolant flow. The behaviour of individual fuel test rods
is monitored in-pile, using in-core measuring techniques developed at
Halden.

Experiments funded separately by the participating organisations
also provide results which expand the data base generated through the
joint programme. The Project is actively collaborating with the partici-
pants regarding the utilisation of data from their programmes, in partic-
ular data giving generic information supplementing that resulting from
the joint programme.

PROCESS CONTROL AND PLANT SUPERVISION

A primary objective of the programme on computer-based core
surveillance and control systems is to improve the availability and per-
formance of reactor cores with their complex local limitations. The re-
quirement for load-following operation of large nuclear reactors may
necessitate an increase of the operating margins of the core variables,
but improved computer-based core surveillance and core power distribution
control may help counteracting an increase and thereby improve the oper-
ational flexibility and capability for load-following operation.

Another main goal is to enhance plant efficiency and safety by
using computerized systems for operator communication and on-line plant
analysis, with interactive computer operated displays and consoles. This
development takes into account the need to select and present to the
operator the information which is relevant in the current plant situation,
in particular during disturbed plant conditions.

A third objective of the process supervision and control pro-
gramme is to develop techniques for ensuring high safety performance of
computerized systems. In this context the applications of computers in
safety systems, with emphasis on software reliability and methods for
supervision of such systems, are being studied.
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During 1978, the process supervision and control programme was
concentrated on further development of methods for core surveillance and
control, development of computer based plant analysis and operator com-
munication systems, and studies of computer structures for plant super-
vision and control.

In 1978, the core control algorithms developed at the Halden
Project were applied to a realistic core control problem utilizing a core
simulator of a full-size commercial PWR reactor in the United States, in
cooperation with an US reactor manufacturer. In the core surveillance
area, a version of a core simulator suitable for on-line use was imple-
mented on a process computer system, and work on integrating this simu-
lator with the experimental, computer-based control room at Halden was
started with the aim of obtaining a predictive core simulator system
providing guidance to the operator when deciding upon core maneuvering
strategies.

The plant analysis studies have covered methods and procedures
for information selection and display in computer-based supervision and
control systems, investigation of methods for reliability assessment of
the plant or subsystems of the plant during operation, and continued
development of interactive disturbance analysis systems. In the latter
field the emphasis in 1978 has been on establishing a disturbance analysis
system, through integration of its functional subsystems, i.e., the dis-
turbance model generator, the on-line alarm pattern analysis module, and
the interactive operator communication module. This work is done in close
cooperation with participants from the Federal Republic of Germany in the
Halden Project, and the disturbance analysis system under development will
be tested through a prototype installation in a power reactor in the
Federal Republic of Germany in 1979*

The studies on control rooms based on computer-driven colour
displays and consoles were concentrated in 1978 on investigations of the
operator's perception of colours and symbols. This work was the initial
phase of an extensive effort aimed at obtaining guidelines for the lay-
out of operator-communication systems utilizing colour displays, for
defining the operator's role and tasks in such control rooms, and for
training of operators.

The work on computer structures for plant supervision and
control was concentrated on reliability of software in computerized pro-
tection systems and safety system surveillance by computers. Investigations
of methods for programme specification, production and. verification have
been performed, and the methods were tested in the production of a soft-
ware system for a protective function. This work has been done in coop-
eration with Finnish participants in the Halden Project. A computer system
has also been developed in cooperation with the Austrian participant in
the Halden Project for following up the status of certain parameters of
safety systems in order to enhance the operator's knowledge of the safety
system status.

The computer control experimental facility at the Project,
including a computer-based control room and flexible plant and core sim-
ulation facilities, has been expanded during 1978 and represents a general
tool for testing of the various analysis and control methods developed at
the Project under realistic conditions.
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FUEL PERFORMANCE MID SAFETY

The essential basis for the research work in this field is the
test irradiations carried out in the Halden Reactor (HBWR) and the con-
tinual development of an experience with a large number of advanced in-
core instruments and measuring systems. In 1978 the programme included
irradiations of about sixty test fuel rigs of varying size and complexity,
of which twenty were jointly financed by the Halden Project and the re-
maining sponsored by participating organisations. The experiments per-
formed by participating members generally cover a broad spectrum of ob-
jectives and test conditions, and hence represent a valuable supplement
to the joint irradiation programme. The aim of the fuel performance and
safety studies is to generate and analyse high quality in-pile experiment-
al data in order to improve the current understanding of the combined
mechanical, thermal and chemical behaviour of fuel rods under a wide
variety of operating conditions including transients, to identify per-
formance limitations of water-cooled reactor fuel and to define fuel de-
signs and operating-procedures that will reduce the risk for fuel failure
occurrence due to pellet-cladding mechanical interaction (PCMI) and stress
corrosion cracking (SCO).

Of the twenty new experimental fuel assemblies inserted in the
HBWR during 1978, five were intended mainly for providing base irradiation
of fuel rods, incorporating a number of design innovations relative to
conventional fuel, prior to shifting into diameter and/or power ramp rigs
for special experimentation. Two PWR simulation loops were in operation
in order to investigate phenomena specific to this type of fuel. Simul-
taneous axial and radial dimensional changes of fuel rods exposed to
different power histories were obtained from six diameter profilometer
rigs. The apparent trend observed last year towards increased interest
in diameter rig measurements continued in '78 because of the direct ap-
plication and suitability of such data for verification of performance
code predictions and in fuel failure analysis. Three test rigs were loaded
and irradiated with the primary objective of attaining data on fuel ther-
mal behaviour and on irradiation induced decalibration characteristics of
central-oxide thermocouples. However, about half of the new rigs contained
rods equipped with in-fuel thermocouples enabling simultaneous observa-
tions of mechanical and thermal performance. A particular rig provided
data on axial gas flow resistance within fuel rods with different gaps
at different power levels. The available and future data are of direct
relevance to safety-related assessments. Fission gas pressure build-up
as influenced by fuel operating temperature, power history and burn-up
were registered in numerous rigs. Power ramp tests were conducted in
accordance with the proposed programme.

A summary and analysis of the revised design and test plane for
the flow starvation (LOCA) rig was completed, and the out-of-pile te:_ Ling
was expanded and started in autumn '78.

The fuel performance and safety evaluation work was presented
in twenty topical reports at the Enlarged Halden Programme Group meeting
held in Loen in June 1978 and in four.Quarterly Progress Reports issued
through the year. The emphasis was placed in the following areas :

- further development of instruments and improvement of establish-
ed fuel data qualification procedures in order to reduce and
quantify uncertainties and error bands attached to the in-
reactor measurements :
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analysis of in-pile and PIE measurement data collected from the
fuel power ramping programme as a basis for interpretation of
fuel failure mechanisms ;

in-depth evaluation of in-pile rod pressure measurements and
available PIE puncturing data to study how steady state and
transient fission gas release depend upon fuel temperature,
power history, burn-up and design and fabrication parameters.
This work was closely connected to the effort expended on
analysis and modelling of fuel failure behaviour ;

investigations of how fuel thermal behaviour is affected by
design variables, power rating history, and exposure ;

study of dimensional data and thermal measurements obtained
from diameter profilometer rigs and other rigs subjected to
burn-up variable power history, including load-follow operation
where the durations of the low power periods were gradually
increased ;

development and continued verification of submodels, describing
specific processes in the fuel. Cooperative projects with member
organisations on efficient utilisation of the data base gener-
ated at the Project aimed at verification of performance code
predictions ;

formulation and initial verification of empirical and semi-
theoretical fuel failure models based on data from the Halden
Project, other test programmes and available power reactor
data ;

utilisation of noise analysis technique to provide information
on pellet-cladding mechanical interaction (PCMI) and mechanical
and thermal response times of fuel rods not readily obtainable
from the conventional in-core instrumentation ;

improvement and expansion of the data handling and processing
capacity through further development of the data management
system on separate computers.

EEACTOH OPERATION

Reactor operation has been governed by the test fuel programme.
Fourty-three test fuel assemblies are presently in the reactor for irra-
diation. Six test assemblies and twenty-six fuel rods have been unloaded
after completion of their irradiation schedules. There have been three
scheduled shutdowns for test fuel reloading, installation of test rig
circuits and plant maintenance. Plant operations have in general been
satisfactory with only 4.9 % time lost for component failures and various
D20 leakage repairs. The reactor availability over the year was 46.6 %
while the remaining 48.5 % of the time was scheduled shutdowns and prepa-
ration for test fuel experiments. The reactor power level has been between
10-13 MW depending on test fuel limits, and the integrated power during
the year was 1778 MWd. Plant modifications have comprised renewal of heat
exchangers in the purification circuit and installation of a new fuel
handling compartment for irradiated rods.
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B. INTERNATIONAL FOOD IRRADIATION PROJECT

The Project's programme of work over the past eight years
has been devoted primarily to the provision of data on which informed
judgements can be made by national health authorities and international
bodies concerned with the wholesomeness of foods on the acceptability
of irradiated foods for human consumption. This data has been derived
mainly from animal feeding studies carried out by independent laboratories
in various participating countries which ensures, so far as possible,
that they will be recognized as being entirely objective. This data is
supplemented by that derived from national programmes as described in
the scientific literature and also by other studies using more sophisti-
cated methodology carried out in the Project's Laboratories at the Host
Centre*.

The detailed programme of work during 1978 has been as follows:

WHOLESOMENESS TESTING

The following studies, carried out under contract were
completed during 1978:

a) Rat feeding and reproduction studies on irradiated dried
mackerel
- Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, India

b) Rat feeding and reproduction studies on irradiated mango
- WAKE1 Institute Inc., USA
- Raltech Services Inc., USA

c) Mouse feeding and reproduction studies on irradiated fish
(cod/redfish)
- Huntingdon Research Center, USA

The following studies were continued or started during 1978:

d) Rat feeding and reproduction studies on irradiated dates
- Life Science Research, United Kingdom

The Host Centre is located at the Federal Research Centre for
Nutrition, Karlsruhe where the authorities of the Federal Republic
of Germany offered generous facilities including office accommodation,
laboratories and two staff members, all at no cost to the Project.
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e) Eat feeding and reproduction studies on irradiated onions
- Institut Prangais de Recherches et Essais Biologiques

(IFREB), Prance

None of the work "being carried out under contract has so far revealed
any abnormal findings.

METHODOLOGY RESEARCH

The impossibility of subjecting every individual food item,
which might be preserved by irradiation, to exhaustive wholesomeness
testing studies was one of the important considerations for including
"research on and investigations into the methodology of wholesomeness
testing" among the tasks of the Project. Given the increasing use of
short-term mutagenicity testing in the screening of substances for
genotoxic/carcinogenic activity, a considerable effort has been made in
the Project's own laboratory facilities to develop a suitable methodology
applicable to irradiated foods. It is currently widely accepted that a
thorough investigation of the potential genetic toxicity of a material
must involve the use of a battery of test systems rather than any single
system alone. Accordingly the Project's research programme has been
designed to permit foodstuffs to be studied simultaneously by the
following testing methods:

a) in cultured mammalian cells: cytotoxicity, mutation, trans-
formation, chromosomal damage, sister chromatid exchange;

b) in bacteria: salmonella mutation test of Ames;

c) in mammals: chromosomal data in bone marrow cells, DMA repair
induction, sister chromatid exchange, micronucleus induction
in bone marrow, chromosomal damage in germ cells.

Work at the Project's own laboratory has been concerned
actively with those systems using cultured mammalian cells. Other systems
are being used under contracts with the Host Centre and at Seibersdorf,
Austria.

CO-ORDINATED PROGRAMME ON THE RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF POOD AND POOD

COMPONENTS (CORC PROGRAMME)

The increasing importance of radiation chemistry data for
achieving the ultimate objective of clearance of the irradiation process
for all foods was specifically indicated by the 1976 Joint FAO/IAEA/WHO
Expert Committee on the Wholesomeness of Irradiated Pood among its recom-
mendations for future research. The recognition by the Project that
research in this area is largely fragmented led to the conclusion that
some form of co-ordination needed to be established if a substantial body
of relevant information was to become available for the next Joint Expert
Committee in 1980.

A literature survey was carried out to identify the present
state of knowledge, following which leading laboratories in the field were
invited to take part in a co-ordinated research programme. The detailed
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programme has been worked out by experts from participating laboratories.
Some 12 laboratories in 7 countries will be involved in about 20 individual
projects.

HtFOEMATIOF

The collection and dissemination by the Project of information
on all aspects of food irradiation has continued to form a major portion
of the Project's activities. The number of Technical Reports issued by
•̂ he Project has reached 50 and the information bulletin "Pood Irradiation
Information" has just seen the distribution of its eighth issue. Some 70
countries throughout the world and 5 international organisations are
receiving this bulleting which testifies to the wide interest this publi-
cation is receiving.

FUTURE PROGRAMME

The work programme of the Project has been reorientated, greater
emphasis now being placed on the acquisition of specific irradiation
chemistry data and on the application of short-term in vitro and in vivo
investigations as a screen for adverse biological activity in irradiated
foods. It has already been possible to derive important generalisations
supporting the essentially negative findings obtained in numerous
extensive and costly feeding studies. In this way the Project intends
to ensure universal acceptance of the clearly demonstrated harmlessness
of the process of food preservation by irradiation at dose levels of the
order of 10 kGy (1 Mrad; or less.

Specific wholesomeness studies on individual foodstuffs
representative of broad classes of foods will continue to be carried out
under contract by appropriately qualified laboratories in various Member
countries.

The recognition of the fundamental value of radiochemical
investigations and of the quantitative and qualitative similarities
of the effects of irradiation on the basic components of foodstuffs
suggests the possibility of using radiochemical data for the evaluation
of the possible toxicological risks of irradiated foods. To this end
the COEC programme will be pursued actively.

Finally the provision and distribution of information on
irradiated foods, derived from the Project's own studies and other
worldwide sources as well as the provision of assistance to national and
international authorities concerned with the acceptance of irradiated
foods will continue as important tasks of the Project.
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LIST OP PARTICIPATING ORGANISATIONS IN THE PROJECT (December 1978)

AUSTRIA

BELGIUM

BRAZIL

DENMARK

FINLAND

FRANCE

GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF

GHANA

HUNGARY

INDIA

IRAQ

ISRAEL

ITALY

JAPAN

NETHERLANDS

NORWAY

PORTUGAL

SOUTH AFRICA

SPAIN

SWEDEN

SWITZERLAND

TURKEY

UNITED KINGDOM

UNITED STATES

- Oe sterre ichisclie Studiengesellschaft
fur Atomenergie Ges.m.b.H.

- Ministere de la Sante Publique jointly
with Institut National des Radio-
elements (IRE)

- Nationrl Nuclear Energy Commission

- National Food Institute

- Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

- Commissaria-1: a. l'Energie Atomique

- Federal Ministry for Research and
Technology

- Atomic Energy Commission

- National Atomic Energy Commission and
Ministry of Agriculture and Food

- Atomic Energy Commission

- Atomic Energy Commission

- Atomic Energy Commission

- Comitato Nazionale per l'Energia
Nucleare

- Atomic "nergy Bureau of the Science
and Technology Agency

- Ministry of Public Health and
Environmental Hygiene

- Health Directorate, Ministry of Social
Affairs

- Junta de Ene rgia Nuclear

- Department of Agricultural-Technical
Services jointly with the Atomic
Energy Board

- Junta de Energia Nuclear

- Board for Technical Development

- Departement Federal de l'Economie
Publique, Division du Commerce

- Atomic Energy Commission (General
Secretariat;

- United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority

- Department of Energy
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